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EDITORIAL NOTE

This is 由e ninth issue of COIMIIt股mio" of Nll£k tlT Data Prl暗ress (
CNDP ), in which 由e nuclear data prop臼s in China during the last year is car
riccI. In addition, it includ臼。"臼1m创lei parameters for both small angles and
luFf angles elastic scattering, n-T phase 曲in analy嚣S， fo巾idden angular re
gion of secondary pa而cle emission, introduction to codes CMUP2 and
CFUPI , diffusion pro部S ofnucl但r fISsion, techniques used for charged parti
de evaluation at CNDC, evaluation of neutron nuclear data for 7Li and
revision on r时ommended data of 2lIU for CENDL-2, Chinese Evaluated Nu
dear Parameter Library ( CENPL ) ( II ) and eomput町 program library at
CNDC, covariance data evaluation for experimental data and sever在 I examples
of I，阔别 square~ combination for derived data, and calculation of thermal
neutron 缸altering law for anisotopic microcrystal etc.

For a limited experience and knowledge, there might be some shortcom
ings and errors, welcome to make comments about them.

Please write to Drs. Liu Tingjin and Zhuang Youxiang
Mailing Address: Chinese Nuclear Data Center

China Institute of Atomic Energy
P. O. Box 275 (41), Beijing 102413
People's Republic ofChina

Telephone: 9357729 or 9357830
Telex: 222373 IAE eN
Faαimile : 86-1-935 7008
E-mail: PSI % TELEPAC. 04ω12201ω110 :: CIAEDNP
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I EXPERIMENTAL
MEASUREMENT

OPl1CAL MODEL PARAMETERS AND

FAST NEUTRON SMALL ANGLES

SCAITERING CROSS SECTIONS

Qi Hu町uan chen ZbenpeDl chen Qiaakun

( DEPARTMENT OF MODERN APPLIED
PHYSICS, TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY)

ABSTRACf

The dif1町entia) crωs sections of 14.8 MeV ( or 14.7 MeV) neutrons SClt
阳回 from mu，胁" Ni, Fe, Cr and AI betw四n· 2.r' to 16- measur回 by

Tsinpua University and tho提 cross sections in 由e lalJCf anile r咱onm钮'

町eel by othen are analysed with sph町ic:al optical mωe1 orωUPIed channels
mOCId阳.E，αS79 ). A set of &lobel optical mocle1 parameters were obtained
at 14.8 MeV neutron energy for mass number betw鸭n 27 and 233. The m钮'
回回 andωJcu1ated results areωmparcd and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

It is wen known 由at in - 14 MeV neutrω-nudωs elastic scatterinl pro
cas, mωt of the scat阳m neutrons are in small anile repon, so the J)RCiSe
blowledac of d帽 differentialcrosssccωm翩翩翩翩gles is imponant. But the
data for the &nIles smaller由an 1SO are yctY scarce be棚Ie of the difTlCUltia in
acomctrical ana.，萨ment of most mcasUraD饵ts. By use of 由e optical model,
由e differential 町。ss sections at small ani切饵.n be calculated. But most of the
optical m创恬:1 parameten (OMP) publi由cdin 由e past were ob凶，时明白ωt
饵perimen副 data in the small anile rqions. Theyωn not be assured fitting the



small angle scattering data very 'licit For example. the ωmparisons(I. 2; of th~

espenn回ntal data with d幢幢lculated data using different OMP$ for Cr

and DIU arc liven in Figs. I and 2, respectively; there is quite large discrepancy

ill the saUl anile r唔ions between the pn:d此tions with different OMPs. What

an: the best Ilobal OMPs which can perfa:tly 阴aiel experimental data of elas
缸 scat阳inl diffCRlltial cross sa:ti。因both in the small ani阱 and in the larger

maier唱四os ? H eac:c it is necessary to measure町'在.anatically the small angle
s:attaiDI cross sections, andωaaalpz them usi鸣。plical model. Finally. a set

of OMP should be obrained. wb比h can d臼aibe the ang\且lar distributions quite

WdI both in the small anJle rqion and lar萨r angle region.
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The neutron scattering differential cross sections between 2.So and

16° were measured at Tsinghua University in the past several year事. Which

have been published in Refs. [2-6].
The measurements were carried out on C倪kcroft Walton a∞elcrator， with

neutron produced by JH(d,ntHe reaction at En = 14.7 MeV for U and

z -



Pb, E. = .4.8 MeV for Ni, Fe, Cr and AI.
A part of the rcsulls aR silo.... in fable • 10 fable 4. All of UIe clara in the

tables are in lab. 叮stems.

T.Me 1 .酶帽....a.-.'·IF..... ~

I( 命1-) u 1.3 u 7..1 1.9 11.4 12.3 14J‘
.(b/笛.) 14.'量 '.114e‘主U 12.3主1.61 1.4主 • ..s '.3量 0.4 ‘.主 1.4 ‘2量 D.3 3.' 主 0.3

Tdltl D帽imII蜡1Ia.-..Ii.q旬，盹

'(de事.) 3.0 4.5 ‘ .0 7.S '.0

• (b/ 51") 13.2 主 0.7 12. 1 主 '.7 11.21: 0.6 10.1 主 0.6 '.0主 O.S

Tdk3 DiIfCft回..a....幅画."Fe， Ni"'C.. ('fir)

, 2.S 4.0 晶.0 '.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0

Fe 3.31 主。.13 3.19 主 0.10 2.61 主 0.01 2.16~0.07 2.]1量。.07 2.11 主。.06 1.62 主 0.11 I.JO 主 0.10

Hi 3.43主。.14 3.29士 0.13 3.02主 O.川 2.1! 主 0.102.76量。.102.11圭 0." l.2S圭 0.16 1.32量。.11

Cr 2翩主 0.14 2.77圭 0.11 2.66圭。.09 2.列主。..2揭主。.01 2.10主。07 1.19主。1.13 I剁圭 0.1 2

T.~4 D町四aIiaIa.-1Cd'" f. A'

D( del. )

!f (b/sr)

2.6 H 4.9 6.6 1.6

1.31 主 0.10 I.第士。.10 I.孤立 0.10 UHO.IO 1.20主。.10

2 DATAANALYSES

The differential elastic scattering cross sections were analyzed for each nu
deus 明白 spheri铺1 opti姐1mωel orωupled channel code HCJS7!飞The

diffa四tial cross sections 曲OK haft been analyzed are included in both small
angle r咿oMand larg町 angle regions.

The data of differaltial cross sections in the larger angle region for U, Pb,
Fe，阳， Cr and AI were compiled and evaluated. The best ones ( Refs. [ 7- 14 ] )
have been chosen.

Ba俐。n the analysis of indi咧dual nucleus, the global optical model
parameten were 锦arched. Fint, substitute the seometry parameten of each
nucleus with the average geomet哼 paramcten and keep them filled，由cpo缸n

tial parameters were adjusted for each nucleus to search for the optimum oncs.
3 一一
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Ifthe 且tist缸tory OMP could not found. tb佣 the pmetry parameters would
be dwI&Cd and the above 阴阳黯dURS wac r可»eatcd until a 蚓 of parametc骂

'白宫 oblaincd whichωuld fit each :I四plar distribution satisfaαorily. It would
be ftCCICSSIIry to introd四Ie tbe.句mmetrytcr回 (N-Z)/ A del黯nck时c. The rc
latioas between rcal 阴阳刚刚， imalinary姐dace 阳m and (N-Z)/ A for each
nucleus were in四stiptcd ， and 由en the OMP were readjusted again and again.
Finanya set of global OMP was oblaincd as fonows :

'to =- 1.20
鸣。二 0.70

'~ = 1.却几= %.20 's = 1.26
Q o .: 0.70 龟= 0.62 Q s == 0.62
几= 50.42 - 26.0 x (N-Z)/ A
w‘= 1.42 Ws = 6.077 - 5.0 x (N-Z)/ A '马= 6.ω

The term ( N-'Z) / If ofeach na叩ral 臼nple is calcul:lted as follows:

Pb - thc weight average of ~OIPb. ~o7Pb a r.d ~06Pb

咒 i -- the w~ighl average of SJ~唱 i and ~i
u - ~~IU. Fe - S6F&:. Cr - S2Cr. AI - n AI

The 句uadruplc deformation parameters fJz for n·U. ~i. Fe. Cr and Al arc
0.211.0.19.0.24, 0.16 and -0.36, respectively. The hexadccapole deformations
/I. for 2~lIlJ is O.OR2.

In ordcr to test whether the above parameters arc suitable for nuclei with
mass number betwcenωand I∞. A comparison between the calculated data
using the above parameters and the experimental data ( Refs. [ 12. 13 ] )
or ')Nb :lave been carried out. As a funher test of the data in the small angle
region those have been measured and analyzed in Tsinghua Universi町. Wick
limit provides a refererM:C value of the differential elastic scanering ero挡回etion

at zero degree ( 0'CI (0
0

川. natis

kσ- •
σ_.仰.)~←一 γ

0;' 4 1t

where tiT is the total cross section. Its values wcre takcn from JENDL-3. The
comparison of calωlateddata in 由is work with Wick limit are given in table S.

4



TableS Co田par勘，n of cakulated 1101 (I的 w自由 W融 limit

sample tiel (0") (bI ll") Wick (0") (b I sr)
U IS.SO 14.74
Pb 13.59 13.68
Nb 7.22 6.76
Ni 3.56 3.24
Fe 3.29 2.IlU
Cr 2.89 2.56
AI I.ω 1.35

The comparison between the experimental[2- 21) and calculated data of the
angular distributions at s盯1111 angles given by this work and others for 2J8Ut Ph,
Nbt Nit Fe, Cr and AI are shown in Fig. 3 and those between 00 and J800 are
shown in Fig. 4. The calculated results using other global OMPs are shown in
由e figs. as well. The measured data of 238U in the larger angle region come
from Ref. [7], the inelastic cross 民ctions with excitation up to 250 keV (ωrre

sponding to the experimental resolution of 250 keV ) were included in the
differential scattering cross sections. 30 the calculated data of 238U include elas
tic scattering differential cross sections and the first two e丸cited level inelastic
cross sections and those of AI include both elastic scattering differential cross
蜘tions and the first excited level inelastic sωttering differential cross sections.
The solid lines represent calculated data of this work. The arrows are the Wick
Jimitt in thιfigures， all of the scattering cross sections of the nuclei at zero de·
g筒。f this work are larger or equal to the Wick limitst and this set of OMP can
de田ribe the angular distributions very we)) hoth in the small angle region and
larger angle region. So the earlier global OMPs are improved at 14.8 MeV
neutron energy for the mass number between 27 and 238.
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II THEORETICAL

CALCULATION

A THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF

n-T SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS

Wang Yansen
Chen Chiqing

Chen Jillilxin
Qiu Zhihong

Yuan Zhushu
Wang Haiming

(PHYSICS DEPARTMENT LI, FUDAN UNIVERSITY, SHANGHAI)

Zhuang Youxiang

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, TAE)

ABSTRACT

By using the phase shift analysis method, the 叭， σnn'σnon and σ(0) of n--T
scattering were calculated. The calculated results are in good agreement with
the new experimental data and better than the previous calculations.

INTRODUCTION

In the previous evaluation of n-T neutron data[J), the compiled experimen
ωvalues are adopted for σt and O'nnt while the values calculated by the reso
nant group thωry are adopted for σnon and σ(6) with 士 10% errors. The data
about σI and σnn in the CENDL-2(2J have been improved. Especially, the cross
sections in the range below 0.6 MeV arc largely changed. Originally, the cro副

sections in the range En < 0.6 MeV reduced with the decreasing En. Now ae
∞rding to the Ref. [3] (1980), the values of O'nn increase quickly with the de
creasing En. The recommended values in the other ranges in the CENDL-2 are
different from the previous reωmmendations， in which the largest change is
4%. For improving the calculated precision and fitting the new data of cross
揭ctions in the CENDL-2, it is n饵essary to calculate the cross sections again.

-8 一



h 由is work，由e cross sections 町，句， σMa and a(的 were calcula".;d by using
由e pha销也ift analysis methω2nd the precisions of these cross sections arc in
由e range of the experimental errors. The calculated valu臼 in the ranges E. <
0.6 MeVare in good agreement with the new experimental data. The 值lculated

results for 叫的 are alωconsistent with 由e experimental data and belt<町由扭

曲at from resonant group method, especially at 由elarge an副es.

I THE CALCULATION METHOD

The formulas for calculating the 町oss sections are given in ReL [4]. The
dependences oftl-e phase shifts on the neutron energy are

a-
L
民u

p+嘈
，
.ι

-
m

uR+
U

A
-
一

u
eoeb-tc+""

bam
(I)

where k is wave number of incident neutron, ~u the phase
shift, Au, Ru and P,.. are the adjustable parameters, and A' is the multiple
number,;' = 1 ( singlet state) or;' = 3 (triplet state), for n-T reaction, I is
由e quantum number of orbital angular momentum. In this work, three partial
waves are taken into account, which means I = 0, 1, 2. A calculation on n-T
缸altering eros.. sections with phase shift analysis was also carried out by Carla
et al.l坷， but they didn't.consider the absorptions and the results are only fitted to
the ranges below the threshold energy (8.35 MeV). The results ofσI calculated
by Carla are also plotted in Fig. 1 for comparison.

Above 8.35 MeV 仙，2n) channel is open, and beyond 11.32 MeV 怡，3时

channel is also open. So the absorption factor Yu must be introduced.
When yu = 1, only elastic scattering channel is open, and 0 < Yu < 1 means
nonelastic channel is open (σnon -σn，.2A +σn.Jn'σny is ignored ). The depen
den臼s of yu on the incident neutron energies are
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where the energie'!: of incident neutrons are in MeV, FIA, GI}, and HI}, are ad
justable parameters. It is worth pointing out that because there are two open
nonelastic channels，仙，2时 and 仙，3时， in the ranges En > 11.32 MeV, we
adopted different parameters in energy regions 8.35 MeV < En < 11.3 MeV
and En > 11.3 MeV for fitting the recommended experimental data very well.

We take simplex method间， which is successfully used in the calculations of

-9 一



n-D cross 民ctions[11 ， for adjusting all parameters. The simplex method is ~ di
reet• eareh method with the function of multiple-<iemention and multiplc-di
reetion search. With the obtained parameten, the corresponding phase shift
6u and absorption factor yu can be obtained, and 由en the experimental cross
sectionsωnbe reproduced ve可 well by由eoreticaJ臼JcuJations.

2 CALCULATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

All paramcten in difTe~nt ener町 regions are given in tabJes ] - 3. The

∞mparison of the calculated cross 笛ctions cTt, CT.. and cTMa with the expcri.
mental data[lJ are given in tabJe 4. It can be 跑回由at all 臼lculated values arc
within the experimental errors. Figures ] and 2 show the dependences ofσI and
吨。n on En respectiveJy. The tTl below 8.35 MeV given by Carla et a J.[SI are al·

so pJotted. Fr<lm Fig. I we can see 0.,.' results are obviously better than that by
Carla. In the regions below 0.6 MeV, our results can fit the new experimental
data very wen. Figures 3(a)- 3(d) show the differential cross sections. The ex
perimen:al data were taken from the work fulfilled by J. D. Seagrave et a l. (~l.

From these figures we can see that our results are better than that from the res
onant group theoη(II， especially at the large angles.

In general , our results calculated by phase shift analysis are better than
由at from other calculations, and in good agreement with the measured data.

Table 1 The parameters(凡< 8.35 MeV)

D
0,1

1,1 lM;注岳ιJ「川二1[南亏ιζ干斗干1二ι或j
I~叩叫…3刀蹦圳3拙蜘"ω9 '2.39圳圳91川1口2 | -4咐4.57

0刀035)(川1旷 I I -o.46S21)( I肘 I 0.95867

I 3 幅16)( lal I -1.2512x 10' I4.4仰

2,1

0,3

1,3

2,3

- ---- - - --- --~ ----------. _._- -- --., -- - -.- .---
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T.llle3 ne，.，..ckn(旦> 11.3 MeV)
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2E5X3《-0x阳E旷3tBO"4'l!1!1口HtET6m回O4i3S 口00 (30) I 0.0 I 0.0 I 1703 I 17佣 (30)
1700 (30) I 0.0 I 0.0 I 1703 I 1700 (30)

16到 (80) ! 0.0 I 0.0 I 1643 I 1650 (80)

1610 (‘70) I O.O! 0.0 I 1582 I 1610 (70)

0.5 I 1574 i 15叩) I 0.0 I 0.0 1 1574 I 1570 (ω}
1.0 I 1691 I 1700 (SO) I 0.0 I 0.0 I I回 I I 171佣 (SO)

1.5 I 190川2 I IB9S(卸) i 0.0 [ 0.0 I I佣2 I 1895 (SO)

2.0 I 2124 I 2120 (SO) I 0.0 I 0.0 I 2124 I 2120 (SO)

3.5 I 2·料。 2435 (40) ! 0.0: 0.0 , 2440' 2435 (40)

4.0 '2414 I 2410 例) I 0.0 I 0.0 I 2414 I 2410 (州

5.0 I 2259 I 2240 (30) I 0.0 I 0.0 i 2259 I 2240 (30)

6.0 I 2055 I 2030 (30) I 0.0 I 0.0· I 2055 I 2030 (3的

7.0 I 1853 I IBIS (SO) I 0.0 I 0.0 I 18S3 I IBIS (SO)

8.S I 153S I IS28(ωI) I 6.2 I 6.S (0.6) I 1S41 I IS3S(ω}

9.5 I 1327 I 13ω{ω) I JS.I r JH (3.0) r IJ6~ I IJ9S (iω}

10.4 I 1219 I 1240 (70) '49.0 I 48.7 (2.0) I 1268 I 1289 (Iω}

11.5 I 1092 I I I18 (62) I 52.1 I 52.5 (5.0) I 1144 I 1170 (62)

13.0 I I佣1 师3 (70) I SJ.9 I SJ.6 (5.0) I 1053 I 1045 (33)

14.1 I 903 I 91 5(70) I 49.5 I 49.7 (5.0) I 9S2 I 965 (1 4)

16.23 I 106 I 794(70) I 44.8 I 44.4 (5.0) I lSI I 839(49)

18.0 I 7 1S I 714 (65) I 39.6 I 39.6 (5.0) I 7S5 I 754 (SI)

19.5 I 63S I 655 (ωI) I 35.9 I 36.2 (5.0) I 671 I 691 (SO)
•
却'.0 . I 613 I 638 (创I) I 35.0 I 34.1 (4.0) I 641 I 673 (SO)
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THEORETICAL PROGRESS AT

CNDC THEORY GROUP

Lu Zhongdao

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER. IAE)

In 1992. CNDC theo叩 group made prugtess in model study, code making
and data calculations for low energy nuclear reaction, intermediate and high
energy nuclear reaction. It also made progress in parameter library establish
ment. The fol1owing are the brief explanations.

I LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTION

1 UNFωde has been developed by combining the Hau帽r-Feshbach 由eory

and Exciton Model. This ∞侃侃nbeu阻d for the calculations of double
differential cross sections of neutron induced reactions below 20 MeV. In the
∞de， the parity con部rvation and angular momentum conservation are taken·
into a∞ount in the exciton model, the pick-up mechanism for composite parti.

一 13 -



de emissions and the recoi←n\皿阳s effect are also taken into account. The
discrete Incl effect in multi-particle emissions was included ei'由er.

2 峙。penting UNF e创Ie，徊.t) CTi幅s scc:tions are calculated and fit the ell:pcr
imcntal data pretty well. UNF 倒也c is also used to calculate the double
differential cross sections of II part比比 emissi佣.τk臼kulation is carried out
for rea，创or. "F邸.x«)町由 inci也nt neutron energy 且= 14.S MeV 副 θ=
到· , 45· ， 90· 副ICI 13S • . The calculations fit the experimental data nicely.

3 Ba辑don MUP-2 oode. MUP-3 code bas been worked out. In MUP-3 the
two time pre--饲uilibrium emissions，由，e refraction effect of incident particle on
由e nuel臼r surfaαare taken into aα:ount. This code not only can calculate da
ta files 3, 4, S, i. e, cross section. angle distribution and spectrum, but also can
calculate data file 6, i. e, the nucleon double differential cross sections.

4 The direct inelastic 比attering cro部臼ctions and angular distributions for
the lint excitation sta恼。f ~e and 2JlU at incident neutron Cf.ergies 14.0
MeV and 20.0 MeV were calculated by coupled-channel optical model (
CCOM ) and DWBA method. The calculations show 由at the DWBA method
is suitable for 56Fe and the CCOM is suitable for DIU. The inelastic 缸auering

data calculated by DWBA method are always larger than those by
ωupled-channeltheory， butthe difference d臼reas臼 as incident neutron energy
Increases.

S In order to estimate the non-uniform effect of the sinrle particle level densi
ty on particle-hole state density, a∞mparison is made by using the single par
由Ie level densities of harmonic oscillator potential and Fermi gas mωel. It is
found that the non-uniform effect is stronger ;at low exciton states than at high
exciton st副部. The calculations also show that the commonly used equidistant
spacing model is a good approximation.

II INTERMEDIATE AND HIGH ENERGY REACTION

6 Cross 臼ctions for p+241Am reaction in 5.5- 35 MeV energy region were cal·
ωlated by CFUPI code. Calculations for (p，的 and 仰，2时 channels agree well
with the experimental data between 8 MeV and 16 MeV. The calculations show
由at 由e nonelastic cross sections are mainlyωntribu~ed from the fission cross
section. When incident energy is largtr than 1S MeV, the (p,pf) cross section has
evident contribution. When incident energy is less than 20 MeV, neutrons are
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由e maiD emitted part比Ics and when the iDcicIcnt 臼阳'IY is laracr 曲an 20 MeV.
d蝇 "htd晦喃地 pan比Ie回nission is imponant.

7 Using microsc叫艇。plical potenlial ( MOP) 翻白 styrme force puamc恼，
由e cuitation functions for p+"Y reaction in E<40 MeVer阳町'咱侃m

calculated. The ωmparisons 明白 calc由ωDSofμ腿nomeaol唱ical 呵地cal po
能ntials and with expc:rim帽tal data 曲。w 由at MOP is suitable for臼laalations

ofexcitation function in proton induced reactions.

8 Based on Walccka's model and tl阳翩翩d dyaamics ( TFD ). the 恒mpcra
ture de醉"也nt relativistic m比roscop忧。，ptical potential for nue阳r matter is
obtained in which the polarization and correlation contributions is taken into
缸怠创nt. The Schrodinger 饲uivalent potential and m回n free path for nuclear
matter are also obtained. With 1侃al d.."I1sity approximation. the 回me quantities
are obtained for finite nuclei. The r臼ults are reasonable for single particle ener
gies between ~ 40 MeV lind )创)() MeV relative to the Fenni energy.

9 Based on the available experimental data ofωCu and its neighbor
nuclides 6zNi and "Zn. a set of proton optical potential parameters for E,<55
MeV is obtained. Through adjusting neutron and other charged particle optical
potential, level density parameters as wen as exciton model parameter K, all
ero部揭ctions for reaction p + 6JCu are obtained in energy region 3- 55 MeV.
The calculations agree well with experimental data. for reactions (p，的. (p,n).
(p.3n) and 仰，np+剑， but for reactions (p，如) and (p.2nd+p3n+nt) further study
臼 needed.

10 In order to generalize the exciton model to high energy nucleon-nucleus
缸attering， an empirical fonnula of relativistic exciton transition rate is given by
taking account of the relativistic effect. This fonnula is suitable for atomic
number from 40 to 252 and for incident nucleon energy from 40 to )ωOMeV.

JI An attempt of applying QNCD ( quantum nuclωn cluster dynamics ) or
QMD ( quantum molecular dynamics ) to calculate nuclear data for interme
diate and high energy is undenaking. It can be expected that the nuclωns or
light particles are reI饵sed from the highly excited nucleus during its time-spa，饵

evol四on.Aω4e has been made based on QNCD and applied to study the
thermalization in 830 MeV p+Fe reaction. It is found that the thermalization is
ruched in a t.ube-like volume along incident direction, i. e, a 1饵:al

thermalization rather the thermalization of the whole nucleus.
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HI PARAMETER LIBRARY ESTABLISHMENT

12 For the practical and ωDVCDicat us龟 the Chia笛e Eval随时 Nuclear

parameter u阳UJ ( CENPL ) is DC怕回ablisl时， CENPLω'Dtains six
sutrlibrar邸， each of thanωm础。f 棚。parts， tile data files and 由e maD

."lICDt--mrieval ex地e 叼黯M. TIle data fila store evaluated basic D回:learωD
SlaDIS and model parame恼s. τk ma....cat-mrieYa1codes are u蟹d to re
E曾帽RlatiYe iDformatioa ofparameters.

The sa sub-libraries are
(I) Atom比 ma篇幅 and cbaractaisticω1IStaD1S for Duclcar around sta忧《

MCC ). SO far the atomic mass畴。f47，ωDud描饵. half-lives or abundan筒，
每MIl and parities for nuclear ground state have been put into the data file and
由c retrieval co也 for single nucleus ( SN ) is made out.

(2) Discre忧 level schan臼 and branch ratio of,decay (DLD ).
(3) Level density parameten ( LDL ). The data file whichωntains rela

tive experimental data ( LRD ) and level density parameters ( LOP) is made
ωt. Its retrieval cωe for SN has been set up.

(4) Giant dipole resonance parameters for ,-ray strength function (
GDR). At pre钝刷. experimental data of 102 nuclides have been put in the data
file and the management-retrieval code system is 臼tablished.

(S) Fission baπier parameters ( FBP ). The data file, including the
parameters r，缸。mmended by Lynn, Back-Britt and Ohsawa, and the manage
rncnt-retrieval code system ~1ave been 臼t up.

{的 Optical model parameters ( OMP ).

IV OTHERS

13 B臼ides the influenαofnuclear deformation fluctuation on panicle emis.

lion has been studied, the influence of temperature at each local equilibrium
stage with exciton number n. on the particle emission is alωstudied. It is found
由at the 恒mperature of the thermal bath provided by different I侃al equilibrium
stale of exciton number ,. taking as a ωnstant 也 kT = (EI a)11 1 is just
reasonable 1\nd suitable.

14 To explain the double-slope behavior of1n< Fi > - -lnly drawinp in par
tick production in high energy hadronic interactions and heavy ion collisions,
由e wci.hted distribution in particle pr'ωuction ispro~. The second slope is
due to the random cascade pro饵IS， while the first one is mainly due to the
unnat ofthe average distrib四on.
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'苦IE FORBIDDEN ANGtJLAR REGION

OF SECONDARY PARTICLE

EMISSION IN THE LABORATORY SYSTEM

ZhaDIJing曲HI zhao ZbWaDI

( CHINESENUCL~RDATA CENTER, IAE)

The calculated double diffcreatial cross sections ( DDX ) can be rc阳琶

scnted by LqendrcωdTlCients ( L.C. ) in the center ofmus systan (C.M.S.).
From the point of view or nuclear 钮gineerinl calculation, it is more co四"睛剧
to use DDX repr臼CRted in laboratory systan ( L.S. ). For DDX, it hokls that

-tL& 幽 =~ι也 CIO_
L L dzcaEC C

、
.
，
，

··E·
，
，
.
、

咄回rc 由c quantities with subscript ·t· and ·C· mean in L.S. aDd in C.M.S.,
E回;pedively. The Jacobian is given by

也 acEJE&ω (2)

If the double differential crωs sections are represented by L.C., we have

AZR"i'
.~em. :: ~-4; ·F,(e)P,{ COSOL ). in l.S.

dεLaBt'
(3.1)

2"4'
一一-zZ-4-1{OPAωsOc> in C.M.S.
cd(儿，何

(3.2)

The relation of the le阴drc codTlCients between L. S. and C. M. S. isgiv饵"

W斗号叫仇:fE…川叫叫 (4)



回由

ac=飞。+ ,'1. _ 21 COSB
L

)

cosIc :=( c:osBL-I) I ~旷-mdL

(5)

(6)

{η

where EL denotes iaciclcDt puticle a阳IY in L.5.;吨 and "，‘ are the mass岱

ofiac描eat and out阴alpart比Ies respec:ti叫Y， and Me 自由e mass oftheωm
pound nucleus.

Usia, L. C. to ablate the DDX in L. S., one has to pay attention to the
forbide阳I anJuJar rqion for a 饵min outJOinJ enerzy beau嚣。f the motion of
由e center of the mISS. In aeneral the outgoing energies in C. M. S. 目tisfy

c c
t.. ~tc 司~£...

εczo for neutron-
(8)

Let us denote
./ '" - "'.D= _.

--- c
« =/1./7; (9)

For charged outgoing panicle，由e forbidden an~lar region in three ca挺$

can be obtained as follows:

(I) The allowed outgoing ansular resion is given by

if

位， +DZ-z二}
-1ζ 叫丙 -2D Af
{二二D)'1.~叭{AE+DY

(10)

(11)

(2) There is no forbidd饵 ansular region , that is，由e allowed an伊lar re
lIOn II
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E

E

(JE+D)2QL 运(JE-D)2

(3) The allowed outgoing angular region is given by

(ε+ 1) 2 一 ε二)
'2D J「 ζ ∞sOt ~ I

(JE-DK叭(~二十D)2

(1 3)

(1 4)

(1 5)

In the case ofneutron emission only Eqs. (J4) and (15) are nceded to de·
termine the allowed angular region. As an example, the spectrum and allowed
angular region of DDX for « particle emission in reaction '6Fe(n，时

at En = 14.5 MeV are shown in table I.
The forbidden angular region must exist if the L. C. are given in L. 5.. For

high outgoing energies the forbidden region is in large angles area, while for low
outgoing energies of charged particles the forbidden region is in small angles
area.

In the ENDF I B-6 format for representation of file 6, if L. C. in L. S. is
used, the negative values of DDX in the forbidden angular region could occur.
The phenomena of negative values of C~X could be avoided if tabulated DDX
are given or isotropic distribution is assumed. But the former could produce a
huge evaluated data file and the latter could be unreasonable physi臼ny. Yet us户
ing L. C. in C. M. S. to represent the DDX also can avoid the phenomena of
negative values of DDX, but it would be difficult tοusers for transforming tbe
DDX from C. M. S. into L. S..

In conclusion, in the case of using L. C. in L. S. to repre钝nt DDX in
ENDF / B-6 format, having a "flag" to denote the forbidden angular region
seems to be necessary.
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霄唱协... ‘句Fe创(II，呻E隐-篱唰t伽50阳0..袖恤恤It Ea := 14.5 MeV

e. (MeV) 岛虹trum {COIBd圄 {ωslid皿

•--3.93 。.侃10

4.12 0.1创1002 -1.000 -6.64!同

4.29 。.00001 -I ，侃" -6.331

4.48 。剧1019 -1.000 ~U102

4.67 。.00048 -I.侃" 0.324

4.86 o.佣12 -1.000 0.646

5.06 o.创l2B -1.000 0.965
一 5.27 o.创始2 -1.000 I.剑"

5.70 0.0366 -I.创)0 I.剑"

6.15 0.101 -I.创)0 l创腑

-一一←-一-- 一一6.82 0.1 86 -I.创)0 I.例"
一• 卜一一-- -一一 一

7.12 0.253 -I.创)0 I.剑"

7.64 。.282 -1.000 I.剑"

8.19 0.273 -I.以她 1.000

8.75 0.235 -I.侃" 1.000

9.34 0.210 -I.侃" l.剑"

9.96 0.1ω -I.创)0 1.0ω

10.27 0.137 -0.862 L剑"

10.59 0.1 11 -0.472 L剑"

10.92
俨--

0.0843 -0.的7 1.000

11.25 0.0599 0.273 1.00。

11.59 0.0381 0.639 L侃"

11.92 O.剑" O.侃"
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CMUP2 - A PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING

NEUTRON OR CHARGED PARTICLE INDUCED

REACTIONS IN ENERGY RANGE UP TO SO MeV

Cai Chonghai

( DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, NANKAI UNIVERSITY )

Shen Qingbiao

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

CMUP2 is a program for calculating the neutron or charged particles ( p,
d, t, JHe， α) induced reactions on medium-heavy nuclei in the incident energy
range of 1- 50 MeV. This program was written in FORTRAN-77 on comput·
er M-340S and also has a versiun on computer MICRO-VAX-II.

CMUP2 is constructed within the framework of the optical model, the
preequilibrium (PE) statistical theory based on exciton model, andthe evapora·
tion model. In the first, second, and third pa,rticle emission pro臼sses，

preequilibrium emission and evaporation are considered; in the fourth particle
emitting process, only evaporation is considered.

The multi-panicle and -hole state density with cor.sidering the Pauli ex
elusion principle is used in the exciton model[J -4).

For composite particle emission, the pick-up mechanism of cluster forma·
tionU- 7) was used in the first, second, and third particle emission proωsses. The
Gilbert-Cameron level density formulal .) was applied in program CMUP2.
The inver回 cross sections of the emitted particles used in statistical theory are
calculated from the optical model. The partial widths for )I-ray emission are
calculated based on the giant dipole resonance model wi由 two resonance peaks.

In the optical model calculation, the Becchetti and
Greenlees/sI9J phenomenological optical potential is adopted, as usual which
parameters are given by a program for automatically searching for the optimum
optical model parameters. Besides, CMUP2 can alωdo micro皿opic optical po
tential calculations based on Skynne force[JO) and phenomenological optical po
tential calculation by Varner et al川J for nand p channel章. Neumanove method
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is used to solve the radial 饲uation in optical model. with step length 0.) fm.
step number) 50 and maximum number of fractional waves ω. Coulomb wave
functions used in optical model are calculated by the continued fraction
method! 12

1. The calculated direct reaction and compound nucleus elastic scat·
tering results obtained with 0由er codes can be added by the input data of the
program CMUP2.

In the energy range up to 50 MeV. CMUP2 can give the calculated results
for optical model quantities and all kinds of cross sections in first , second, third,
and fourth particle emission pr∞白白s. When the incident energy is near to 50
MeV. the fourth panicle emission pr。但S5 includes the contributions from the
fif:由 partic' ~ emission process for heavier nuclei. CMUP2 also gives energy
spectra of all emitted particles in first and 臼cond particle emission processes.

The output data of CMUP2 include : total and shape elastic scattering
cross seclions ( only for neutron as projectile ); total cross section; radiative cap
ture cross section; (x，忡，帆， x ，x~， and (x, Xlx2x3) reaction cross 忧ctions， where
x'，川， x2, and xJ cOlold be n, p, t, 3He, d. or 吨位， x'x2xJx4) reaction cross sec
tions, where XI and x2 could be n, p, t. JHe, d , or α， but xJ and x4 could only
be n or p; the elastic scattering angular distribution and tht: ratio of the elastic
缸attering differential cross section to the Rutherford differential cross section;
the energy spectra of x' particle in (x , x') reaction and of XI and x2 particles in
帜， X,X2) reaction.

In order to make comparison with experimental data conveniently, the sum
of cross sections of all reactions which lead to the same residual nucleus is also

given , for example， σ..2np+叭.nd+町.\" We call them residual nucleus yield cross
sections.

In program CMUP2, we gi-.e the emission cross section of particle y in reo
action (x, yx') in one- and two-particle emission processes without regard to
what particle x' is and the corresponding energy spectra of particle y in reaction
帜， yx'), where y can be n, P, t, 3He, d , or ~.

CMUP2 has been already used to calculate reactions of : p+89y I p+ωCu，

n+~6Fe. Pretty good results in agreement with the experimental data were ob
tained. The application practices show that CMUP2 is a useful and convenient
program for users.
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CFUPI - A PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING

NEUTRON OR CHARGED PARTICLE INDUCED

'REACTIONS ON FISSILE NUCLEI

IN ENERGY RANGE UP TO 35 MeV

Cai Chonghai

(DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, NANKAI UNIVERSITY)

Shen Qingbiao

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

CFUPl is a program for calculating the neutron or charged particles ( p, d ,
t，怕吼叫 induced reactions on fissile nuclei in the incident energy range of J
35 MeV. This program is written in FORTRAN-77 on computer M-340S and

also has a version on computer MICRO-VAX-II.
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The theories and calculated methods u臼d in CFUPI are similar with
CMUP剑IJ， except for including fission channels.

In the evaporation model, the fission probability of the compound nucleus
is calculated by the effective single peak fission barrier formula. The fonnula of
level density on saddle point is taken from Ref. [2]. The l' value of the fission
pro饵ss is calculated by Howerωn'ssemi-classical formulal3J.

In the energy range of 1- 35 MeV, CFUPIωn give the calculated results
for optil臼I model quantities and cross sections in first , second, third, fou巾，
and fifth particle emission processes as well as secondary particle and fission
neutron energy spectra.

The output data ofCFUPI include:

1 The cross sections and v values:
σ101 (only for neutron as projectile )， σcl (only for neutron as projectile ),

σnon ， σ寞 • ., ，。翼.n ， σ萃，2n ， σ萃，如， σ嚣.4n ， σ翼，如， σ嚣，np ，。粟.P ,

σll，d ， σll.1 ， σll.IHc·σ且.al ， σll ，r ， σ罩.n'r ， σll.2nr ， σll，lnr ， σll.4nr ,
σll，p( ， σ嚣.F (total fission cross sections ).
l' values of various fission proc臼ses.

2 The elastic scattering angular distributions and the ratios of the elastic 四at

tering differential cross section to Rutherford scattering differential cross 忧心

tlOn.
3 The energy spectra of all secondary particle in one- to five-particle emis
sion processes and the fission neutron spectra of various fission processes.

CFUPI has been already used to calculate several reactions of p+235U ,
p+24IAm, n+24Opu. Pretty good results in agreement with the experimental data
were obtained. Application practices show that CFUPl is a useful and conve·
nient program for user.
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DIFFUSION PROCESS OF NUCLEAR FISSION

Lu ZhonBdao

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

In the calculations of fi幅阳nwid由 and fission cross sectiOD, the·
Bohr-Wh帽1« formula[ I) is generally usect nis formula is derived based on
Bohr channel曲创町 in which it is assumed由at 由e nucleus has ~ecl its Ita
listical饲uilibriumbo也 at the ground state and the fission state (generally, the
姐ddle point is taken as the fission state ). The particle emissions 创:cur at its
ground state whenever the excitation energy is large than the particle binding
energy. While the nuclear fissi侃侃cun at its saddle point whenever the
excitation energy is large than the height of fission potential. In the theory, the
detail of 由e pr创:ess for the nucleus deforming from its ground to the 姐.ddle

point is not taken into a白。unt， the pr，创:elS is simply treated as a sudden fin.
isheel process, no time is needed, no particle emission occurs in the pro饵55. This
由eory has been widely used and works well for low en町gy reactions. But in re
cent years, when 由is theo叩 is applied to heavy ion collisions with higher ina·
dent energy, it is found that this 由e。可 can not explain the experimental data
well. Such as in reaction 160 + 142Nd - uIEr at i叫dent energy 207 MeV, the
measured neutron multiplicity is 4.2(2), while the calculation value by this 由ω町

is only 1.6, much lower thad the m锦sured value.
In order to explain the experimental data for high energy heavy ion ωiii

sions, a fission diffusion model was proposedl坷 • This model takes the fission
pro饵IS as a diffusion pr，ωωs: 由e nucleus, under the action of fission potential,
is expressed by probability in 由e deformation spa臼. The probability diffuses
仕。m 由e ground state to saddle point and to scission point. The total probabili
ty on the left side of the saddle point are the probability characterizing the ex·
istence of the nucleus and the probability on the right side of 由e saddle point
are the fission probability. The nucleus has large friction constant compared to
由e oscillation frl饲uency in the potential well, i.e. the nuclear deformation is a
slow oscillating processωmpared to the damping prl创剧s， the 0创lIation peri·
ad is m \Jch longer than the decay length of the damping process. This diffusion
proceSI can be出'scribed by Smoluchowski equationl~. Besides, during the diι

fusion process, the nucleus can rei饵se light particles 阳ch as neutron, proton
and alpha particle. For takinglight particle emission into account, the extensive
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副Doluchowski equation w幽 proposedl]):

~p(x，，) n ~ I ~U n l- .'>.. ~P(x，，)
-τ?-29?(τ=-p怡，')+一~)

~l ~x OJx OJx z AtPK，。
Ii - .比 P.- -

where p(x,') is 由e probability of 由e n\" 平与 at deformation x and
time t. U(x) is 由e dimensionless fission potential. The dependence of the nu
c1eus on friction constant and temperature is involved inθ. The first term on the
right side describes the diffusion while the 回ωnd term stands for the particle
emisSIons. 1 is the particle decay rate.

As general, the saddle point is taken as the fission point, i. e. if the proba
bi1ity flow goes over the saddle point，由e fission 0∞un. The total probability of
the nucleus, n(,), is the integral of P(x,') on the left side of the saddle point. The
probability flow, J(,), at the saddle point is the time differential of 叫'). The fis
剑on rate can then be defined 崎岖，) = J(，)I 叫'). Its behavior is shown in Fig.
J. At the ve叩 beginning， the fission rate is very small, this is because the
amount of probability flow reaching to the saddle point is very small. After
wards, the fission rate goes up steadily, over a peak, and at last reaches to a
ωnstant value which is the result of Bohr channel the。可·

3.4

'
a
a
υ

,‘.,"PJJ·--x ---
而需

t.8

t.&

o 10 to 30 40 5li

t(X 10 白.)

Fig. 1 Fission rate versus time for composite nucleus Z40pu at T = 2 MeV

Pr∞ess before reaching to the constant value is called "transient process".
This is the essential process of the fission diffusion model. In the process, the
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自ssion rate is smaller than 由at in Bohr channel 由ωryex饵pt ncar 由e 阴d. (
四e peak is called ·oversh∞ting-, it has no physiωI importance, beau笛 its ex
is馆'由 depends on the choice of fission point. It shows up only when taking由e

fission point ncar the 回，ddle point. When points beyond 由e 姐ddle point arc
taken as 由e fission point, the peak soon disappc冠n. The physical fission point
isthe缸ssi侃 point ra由町由拍出e 幅dd1e 阴阳。. It is the exis回nee of transient
W创~由at leads to the enhan饵ment of light particle emission prior to fi翻on.

Especially in heavy ion ωlIisions with higher incident energy, the nucleus has
higher excitation energy, the particle emission rat臼 are high, the nucleus徊。n

decays through emitting light particles before 由e fission rate reaches itsωn

stant value. That is why the Bohr channel theory can work well for low energy
nuclear reactions, but for high energy heavy ion collisions, it does not work
well, the transient pr，ωe臼 is imponant and the fission diffusion model must be
used. This model has been applied to explain the enhancement of neutron emis
sion in heavy ion collisions forming the composite nucleus uIEr. The experi
mental data are well reproduαd bythem创el calculations[s.6J.
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REVIEW AND EVALVAnON OF FISSION

BARRIER PROPERTIES RESEARCH

W缸唱 Shun回皿

( CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE )

ABSTRACT

The situation of防部arch.ngnuclear fission barrier propeni臼 is introdu∞d

and reviewed briefly. especially reviewed and evaluat创 on the nuclear fission
barrier parameters obtained from Refs. [J - 6] for nuclear parameters library
∞nstructed.

INTRODUCfION

The situation of researching nuclear fission barrier propenies is introduced
and reviewed briefly in the present paper. The quantitative combination of
macroscopic and microscopic theoretical methods of liquid drop model and po·
lential energy surface calculation in a deformed shen model field arc reviewed.
For example, the set of calculations for 16 < Z < 1ω， 140< N < 184 given by W.
M. Howard and P. Molleel l

] provides a way to study nuclear fission barrier
properties from the theoretical point of view. The other way is to measure some
physical quantities. then from the quantitative analysis of the relation between
those quantities and fission barrier to determine the fission barrier parameters,
such as, ground state spontaneous fission half lives measurement and analysis;
fission isomers and intermediate state measurement and analysis; excitation
function measurement and analysis; fission probability measurement and ana·
lysis of (d,pt), (t,pt), eHe，at)，仰，p't)， (t,t'f) ••• by using direct reaction induced
fission in the region of excitation energy below neutron binding energy and so
on(2-6]. A main review on the theoretical analysis and calculations of Refs. [1
6] is pre臼nted. The nuclear fission barrier parameters and the levels at saddle
point obtained from Refs. [J - 6) are evaluated for nuclear parameters library of
CNDC constructed, and described in Sec. 2.

REVIEW AND EVALUKrION



W. M. Howard and P. Moller presented the results of calculated Ii筒。n

barr阳'5 and others for nuclei明白 76<Z<1ωand I崎<N< 184 in Ref. [I]. In
也is work a macr，ωωpic droplet model with 1973 倒S ofparamc幅rs and a mi·
E倒∞picm创Sified a回llator ID倒也el for 曲ell ∞m:ction calculation as a func·
lion of elongative. I鹏ki吨. mass-asymmetr缸. axially asymmetric 也ape

α)Ordinat臼 arc u回d. It is claimed 由at 由e parametCt'S of 112S nucl描es ob
rained are 掷地回。ugh for 归句明pli饵lion using in the faclds of fission cro路

section 臼lω1础。ns. r-prl倒:as pa由 calculation in Astrophys邸'. Cosmophysics .
and radioactive waste treatment 锦Iculalions and SO on. It is clear 由at the range
of nuclides is more wide, not only for actinide nuclid笛， but also for 由eo由町'5.

The 但J;，由ted results for actinid饵 is in good agreement with Refs. [7- 8]. The
由eoreti但I calculations by means of quantitativeωmbinationof macr，ωωpic

and microscopic method are 饵rtianly available for those nuclei having no any
experimental information. The calculated maximum fission barrier heights for
Th-cf clements are shown in Fig. J by + signs.

J. E. Lynn calculated n + actinide! cross section up to 3 MeV pre键时edin

Ref. [2]. In the calculation Hau蝇r-F臼hbach formula neglecting direct,
semi-direct and pre-equi1ibrium mechanism, constant temperature level dcnsi·
ty with modification for low excitation at 姐ddle point and double-humped
barrier with complete damping model in 臼cond well for Ii销。"町ansmission
∞efficient calculation were adopted. The values of barrier parameters from the
analysis of fission data on actinide nuclei were recommendωand shown in Fig.
J by small 明uares signs. It is the one of main conclusions of the work that 由e

level density at the first barrier is 3- S times greater than the level density 8550

aated nonnal deformation , but there is not such a great different at the outer
barrier.

Using double-hamped barrier T. Ohsawall) simpli日创 ωmplete damping
model and calculated fission cross 揭ction and recommendωbarrierparameters
for 24 nuclei from :ZJ2pa to 2SJCf. In the但lculation level density at saddle point
wcre ωnsidcl审d with collective enhancement effect. T. Oh姐wa's results arc lim·
ilar to the one given by J. E. Lynn for the first barrier EA , but there are some
diffi町ence for 由e second barrier E. of heavier nuclei A., C., Cr, BIl• The re
sults of Ref. [3] are shown in Fig. 1 by invcnc triangles.

Jr. B. Back et a1. measured the fiaion probability distribution of (d,pt),
。，帅， (伽lI，a呻0， (t
lion mClη1如:h咀a阳nism for doubly even actinide nuclci of »0， 23吼孔n叮.Eh， 23丸 236，捕:， 204气J，

2:J1, 242, 2"pu and 剿，捕， 2SOCm, which were analyzed by a .tati.tiωJ model in·
voJving resonant penetration of the double-humped fiaion baπte44;



倒lcl A and doubly唰缸tinidenuclei of lit. D 'Tb, nl.m.mp., ~p， 2Clpg,
刻也剧，矶剿. x7Am. Mem. ~k. which were analyzed by. 擅自由:aIm创tel of

ωmplete也m阴ng in tl回槌∞nd wdl of由e fISSion barr阳间. The height of tl回

doub协-humped自由。D barrier are shown in Fig. 1 by dotted吨皿.

Ref. [I句 presented 由e systematic ca阳lations for U. po elements in en町IY

range betw回n 3 to 20 MeV by a ωmbination of optical model, evaporation
model, ociton model. In the calculations, effec:ti~ single barr阳 and a modified
Fermi gas model by a enha...臼ment 臼.etor for leYCI也nsity at saddle point was
t黯cd.Aα::ording to the饵perimcntal fISSion CI'O娼"曲。n data, the fISSion barri
cr parameters and enhanced level density facton at 幅delle poiDt wae obtained.
The heights of the effective single barriers are shOWD in Fig. I by cross si伊s. It
W臼 concluded that 由e enhanαment factors of level 也nsity at 姐ddte point
∞mpared with it normal deformed states were 1.25- 1.79 for doubly even U ,
pu elements. 4.25- 4.85 for odd .A U, Pu clements. Compared the
Cllhan'饵ment factor given in Ref. [6] with the one given by J. E. Lynn in Ref. [2]
in the same energy range of3-4 MeV. a fairly good agreement was obtained.

All of the heights of fission barrier for Th-Cf elements pr臼etlted by Refs.
[1- 6] <'btained in different ways as mentioned in above are plotted in Fig. 1. It
is wonh to pay attention to the following: (1) The most remarkable feature of
由。se heights of fission barrier obtained from Ref. [1- 6] is that EA are at 4.5
-- 6.8 MeV over the entire region from Th through Cf and E. steady deerea担s

of from 6.3 MeV in Th to about 4 MeV for em isotopes e~饵pt the results of
Ref. [IJ for 币1. (2) 白tere are some apparent 副tel-even fluctuations
in EA and E. for each different way to obtian the data, for example,
in EA for U, Pu and Am elements presented by Ref. [4，坷， in E. for Am ele
ments presented by Ref. ['坷. (3) The results presented by Ref. [1] are systemati
cally lower than the others for Np, Pu, Am, Cm, Bk and Cfclements, but higher
than the others for Pa and some lighter U clements, and it is about 2 MeV lower
than the others for Th elements. The appilrent discrepancy means that there still
remains something not understood from the theoretical ~alculations. Maybe
more complicated asymmetric shape should be taken into account in such a
kind of theoretical calculations.

The another important point is about the levels at saddle point. From the
analysis of the calculations of Refs. [2-- 6], the barrier sp出tra for fission calcu·
lation for doubly even actinide nuclei employed by J. E. Lynn , aJ¥l on
even Z odd N or odd Z even N fissioning nucleus obtained from the
Bolsterli et al.'s calculations employed by Ref. [5] could be generalized to use. In
the co



m刷刷 isade刷cd in Ref. [6]. In any ew回t， it can be∞翩翩led 也at the k唰
density at 句delle point is calla刷:cdcom归ReI wirb it at the normal clefom幅画。a

by..宵opriate col1ecti帽饵ha田:aaeat facton∞n臼pondin， to me larJe CIt
fol"lDCd n，皿ear 曲ape. Accordin, to Ref忌[~耐战SCaDS也at the aapiricalmu
imam cnba.n<:cmcnt factor of Ie鸭I dcDsity atsa曲lie pointωuld be a协副 4 i11

amCraJ阳1115.
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III DA.TA EVALUATION

TECHNIQUES USED FOR CHARGED PARTICLE

NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATION AT CNDC

Zhuang Youxiang Sun Zuxun

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

ABSTRACT

The methods and techniques u臼d for Charged Particle Nuclear Data (
CPND) evaluation at Chinese Nuclear Data Center (CNDC) are summarized
in this report, including compilation and evaluation of experime.1tal data, nu
clear reaction theory and model calculation, systematics research and compre
hensive recommendation etc..

INTRODUCTION

Charged Particle Nuclear Data ( CPND ) have been widely used in basic
scientific researches on nuclear force, nuclear structure, nucl~ar reaction mech
anism and nuclear astrophysics etc.; also used in engineering and technology
such as space radiation effects, neutron sources, biomedical isotope production,
radiation therapy, activation analyses, radiation processing, accelerator shield
ing and fusion reactor designs.

Due to Coulomb repulsion between incident charged particle and target
nucleus, the cross sections of charged paltic1e nuclear reaction are much smaller
than those of neutron, they are in about millibarn region; besides, there is a
Coulomb threshold, which is dependent upon Coulomb barrier, when incident
charged particle energy is less than the Coulomb threshold, the nuclear reaction
臼n not be induced, even if reaction energy Q>O. But in general, the threshold
for a reaction of Q>O equals to zero. The回 are the two characters of charged
particle nuclear reaction.

Compared with neutron experimental data, CPND areωarce and existing
~ta are scattered, usually the measured data are not enough to do an
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evaluation. Therefore, Chinese Nuclear Data Center ( CNDC ) puts the stress
on the establishment of nuclear reaction theory and model calculation codes for
CPND.

By the end of fifties, the measurements of CPND wi由 light particle inci
dent were started in China Institute of Atomic Energy. About ten years later,
the studies of nuclear reactions indu臼d by heavy ion have been 阳rformed.

From 1975 on, the evaluationsll] of CPND on light, intermediate, heavy and
fissionable nuclides have been carried out at CNDC in the energy region from
由reshold to 20 MeV or above.

In general, data are generated from experiment, theory and systematics.
The experiment is the first and direct so町饵， and the ba览。f both the latters.

The main task of evaluators consists in the collection, comparison, critical
assessment and selection of experimental data and associated covariances; nu
clear model calculations and systematics must be used to fill gaps and remove
inconsistencies in the available experimental data; followed by the derivation of
preferred values by appropriate combination procedures, or self-consistent sets
of those if necessary.

1 EVALUATIONOFEXPERIMENTALDATA

1.1 Cornpibltion and CoUeetion of CPND

The measured data need to be compiled in EXFOR format for preserving,
exchanging and using. CNDC has compiled the CPND measured in China, and
sent to NDS / IAEA.

It is high important to make full use of all the available information on nu
clear data. This is one of cardinal principles of nuclear data evaluation; because
the more information is utilized, the more reliable and accurate recommenda
tion is obtained. Therefore the related experimental data must be collected as
ωmplete as possible.

The bibliographies and indexes to CPND used at CNDC are as follows:
Nuclear Science Abstracts; Nuclear Data Table; Atomic Data and Nuclear

Data Table; INIS Atomindex; USRL-504∞， BNL-NCS-50640,
BNL-NCS-51771; CPND EXFOR Master-File Index.

The numeral data can be got from EXFOR entries, some papers and their
authors sometimes; howev町， it is necessary for this purpo回 to read graph, b。
cause parts of the experimental data have not been compiled in EXFOR entries
yet. A part of numeral data used for CPND evaluation at CNDC were taken
from the figures of related articles and reports. The error of reading graph is
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about 1-SO/..

1.2 C.-par…and Eyaluatio..f CPND

The first step, experimental data are analy臼d on the basis of measuring
method and instrument, correction factors and∞varian臼 matrixesetc.

The main methods used in measurements ofCPND are as follows:
(I) Measurement of outgoing partiel，臼: • E / A E- and • E / ,

measurements, magnetic deflection, ma揭-捕归rator， .pulse-height discri呼ina- .
bon;

(2) Measurement of production nucleus: activation, chemical separation,
∞llection of recoil nucleus, and their ωmbination.

In a complex reaction, the method with particle identification is better than
由eo由ers， and the more the instrumental resolution is hi酬， the more the mea50
町ωr臼ult is aαurate.

In absolute determination, the incident charged particle fll服 is often mea50
ured by beam current integration. The unstabi1ity of b臼m current integrator is
one of important sources for data difference sometimes, because there are usual
ly some interferences in experiment, if they are not noticed and eliminated. In
addition, the background due to big elastic scattering is also a factor not to be
ignored.

In relative measurement, if the standard data of monitor are renewed, the
result should be renormalized.

When any carr民tion and covariance in evaluated experiments are
unreasonable or omitted, we ad阳st or supplement them, if possible; otherwi饵，
such experimental data shouldn't be adopted.

After this pro臼ss， available experimental data have been selected.
The 臼cond step, all cho臼n data are plotted in different figures according

to data categories respectively, in order to compare each other. If the discrepan
cy among them is large, a further and refined analysis is needed to decide which
should be accepted or rejected. If it is difficult to do this, the basic principle is
由at the minority is subordinate to the majority, or equal-weight average can
be adopted.

Currently, simultaneous evaluation is proposed and applied to estimate
cross sections, especially tor important ones. It is advanced in comparison with
individual evaluation usually adopted in many works because of the following
reasons. In the former method, it can be expected to reduce contribution of sY50
tematic errors in experiments to uncertainties of evaluated results, and original
values ofexperimental data are used without renormalizing even ratio data.
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Simultaneous evaluation method has been u回d in neutron data evaluation
at CNDC. It will be utilized for evaluating CPND.

1.3 Data Pro&!画画g

The data fit programs with Legendre polynomials[2] for angular distribu
tion, orthogonal polynomials(J] and spline functions[4] with knot optimization
are u揭d at CNDC. Do曲曲e latters can estimate not only the evaluated cross
sections but also 由e covariances部阳iated明白 them. The抽出 quantities 臼n

be estimated taking a∞ountofωreelationon 由e cro回民ction measurements.
Model 由eory is also used to fit experimental datalS], as shown in Fig. I.

Sometimes, ey• guide is convenient and useful for this purpose.
Because of large systematic errors and discrepancies between different ex

perimental results which in many cases are ve町 difficult to disclose and e1imi
nate, or lack of experiment data, the further and more precise measurement is
neces随即， if possible.

If evaluated experimental data are not quite enough for application re
quirement, theoretical model calculation, systemstics re民arch or comprehensive
recommendation are required.

s
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Fig. I The excitation function of ωCu(p，3n)6IZn reaction

2 NUCLEAR REACTION THEORY AND MODEL CALCU
LATION
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Many CPND needed for application are either very dJfficult to measure or
have to wait for being measured for unpredictable time delays. To a large extent
due to the practical requirements, nuclear r，锦ction theories and models have
been developed to the extent, that with appropriate par缸neters ba回d on related
available experimental data the required limited a∞uracies for some of 由。町

、nmeasurable" data can approximately be met. The槌 developments con但m

particularly the theoretical de部ription of fission pro臼ss， improvement in the
statistical and optical models of nuclear reaction, the introduction of pre-equi
librium and multistep proc臼ses in the description of nuclear reaction and a fur
由er understanding of the physical foundations of nuclear model parameters.
Parallel to these theoretical developments powerful ωmputer codes have been
developed which allow very detailed calculations of nuclear reaction data for
structural and fissionable materials.

The present power of appropriately parameterised nuclear reaction theo
ries and nuclear model calculation can be described as follows:

(I) They can be employed for inter- and extra-polation of experimental
results£坷， see Fig. 2;
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The reaction cross sections of p+64ZnFig.2

一 CMUP2 calculation

(2) They can be used for the prediction of unknown nuclear data such as
reaction cross section, angular and energy distributions as well as double
differential cross则ione饵，iel， m Fig.3;
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Fig. 3 The calculated neutron multiplicity of
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(3) They can be used to check the internal consistency between
measurements of different nuclear data of the same nuclides or neighboring
nuclides and can occasionally help in deciding among discrepant experimental
results(11, as shown in Fig. 4;

The isomeric cross section ratios for reaction 55Mn怡，n)5SCo were deter
mined by S. Iwata (l962i S

) , T. Matuso (1 965页 9) and Long Xianguan et a1.
(1 989)(η. The theoretical calculation was performed with Huizenga and
Vandenbosch method( \0) , it trends towards the experimental data of S.
Iwata!') and Long Xianguan et alP). The latter is a newer and more accurate
measurement, because high resolution ')I-spectrometry technique was used.

4 /!;ijJJ;F斗+
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Fig.4 Isomeric croll section ratioa for "Mn徊，时"CO reaction

- Theo.-eti叫 calculation; .. Iwata (1 963); 0 MatulO (1 965); • Lonl Xlanauan ct a\. (1 98到.
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(4) They can be u揭d to calculate the cross sections of numerous charged
particle nuclear reactions with medium and high incident energy.

Some general and united codes for CPND have b饵n 臼t up at CNDC. For
instance, a comprehensive R-matrix analysis RCA codel II) based on the
multichannel and multilevel R-matrix theoryll2J is for light nuclei; model calcu
lation codes CMUP2(13

) based on the opti锦I model and the unified treatment
of exciton model and evaporation model is for medium and heavy weight nuclei
and CFUPllJ4) based on MUP2lJ~J co(fe for fissile ones，由ey can be used to cal
culate the related CPND in the energy region from threshold to 50 MeV, and
will to 100 MeV according to the plan of 1993. see Fig. 到16)
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Fig. S The calculated panicle emission cross
sections in reaction p+241Am below 3S MeV

CFUPI calculation

3 SYSTEMATICS RESEARCH

The CPND of the nuclides which have a short life time or very low sbun·
dance are either $carce or scattered, some of these data can complemented by
systematics.

The method settled a problem by from individuality to generality such as
systematics has been applied in many sciences.
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If systematical bchavior can be found out from existing饵pcrimcntal data
oro也cr Duel缸， unknown physical quantities 也n be derived from known on岱

wi曲曲e aid ofsystematics r回回reb.

A 部ries Qf systemati臼 r幅幅Z曲。n neutron data have b臼:n done at CNDC,
扭曲 as average total radiative widths( Iη ，由自mal fi黯ion 町。55 sections of
削Did键问I， (n，2njl9)，仰，ch缸p-阳帅)and (n，，，)cro锚 sectionsl20-23)

The systematicses of (p,n), (P,2n) and (d,n), (d,2n) reaction 由创s sections
are being studied by m饵ns of simpl由eclmωel formulas and empirical
parameters at CNDC. The results win be -pubJished in ·Communication ofNu·
dear Data Progr臼s·.

4 COMPREHENSIVE RECOMMENDAnON

A finalωmprehensive recommendarion is usually neces姐ry after the
evaluations for various channels accomplished individually, when a complete
set ofall 由e partial reaction data is required.

(I) Generally, the comprehensive recommendation is mainly based on the
evaluated measured data, the model theoηcalculation and systematics results
are usually used to make up the deficiencies ofexperimental data;

(2) A comprehnsive reevaluation must be done in the case that the indi
vidual evaluations do not meet the physical constraint condition, i. e. the
nonelastic scattering cross section is not equal to the sum of all the partial cross
sections.

In this case, some cross sections were reevaluated and adjusted firstly to
make them to be self-consistent in the experimental errors. Then the reevaluat·
ed data of various reaction channels were fitted jointly to a self-consistent data
臼t by measns of one of the following methods.

(I) To obtain the cross 隔ction of a specified reaction channel from other
various channels aωording to certain physical relation. For example, a reaction
cross 臼ction (usually they are deficient in measured data or with poor accuracy)
锦n be deduced from the nonelastic scattering cross section minus the sum of all
由e other partial reaction cross sections;

(2) To make the excitation functions of various reaction channets
self-consistent by the aid of simulteneously fitting of the various individual
evaluations with the B-spline function or polynomial.

If there is a need for the data of a specific reaction channel but not for a
∞mplete set of all the partial reaction channels, the basic principles of compre·
hensive recommendation can be given as follows:

。) There are more a∞ura阳 and enough experimental data, the recom·
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mended values are taken from evaluated on白;

(2) If experimental data are scar时， theoretical model calculation or sys.
恒mati臼 can repre键时 them well, model or systematics臼leul剧。ncanbea。

但pted，回:eFig. 6(5).
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The excitation function of ωCu(p，np+d)'lCu reactionFig.6

SUMMARY

Using mentioned-above charged-particle evaluation techniques, CNDC
has evaluated thermal nuclear reaction cross 臼ctions for fusion application and
activation cross sections of intermediate and heavy nuclei for isotopes produc
tion and activation analysis, such as 2H(d,n)JHe, 2H(d，p)恼， 3H(d，nt酶，

)He(d , p)4He , d+ 6 , 7Li , t+ 6 , 7Li , )He+ 6 , 7Li
and S晶Fe(p，y)S1CO， S7Fe(p,n)51Co, 2)气J(d，2n)23SNp， 23\](p,ni35Np. The evalu

ated results have satisfied the needs ofthe users.
However, the model calculation program for light nuclides still need to be

留t up at CNDC. The existing codes CMUP2 and CFUPI wiJI be developed in
由e energy region from threshold to 100 MeV or more. It is n饵"姐ry for
CNDC to make a further re民arch on the systematics and covariance ofCPND.
A problem awaiting solution in the world is how to establish a set of standard
data of monitor for CPND measurements.

5

Authorsare叨叨 grateful to Drs. C. L. Dunford and R. M. White ofU. S.
A. for giving a chance to summarize由e CPND work at CNDC, and Dr. Wang
Dahai oflAEA for his helpful advices.
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EVALUATION OF NEUTRON

NUCLEAR DATA FOR· 7Li

Yu Baosheng Cai Dunjiu

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

ABSTRACf

New complete neutron data for 7Li have been evaluated for CENDL-2. It
updat臼 our work in 1978 for CENDL-l to extend incident neutron energy
range from 1O-s. eV to 20 MeV. Combining new experimental data and
benchmark testing, the tritium production cross section were· improved. The
∞mparison of present evaluation with ENDF I B-6 and JENDL-3 has been
made.

INTRODUCfION

7Li is an indispensable of breeding material from its potential u铠 for fu
sion energy application. Therefore, the neutron nuclc;ar data of 7Li are impor
tant for improving fusion reactor design. After CENDL-l was completed, lot
of experimental data were carried out by many laboratories. For tritium pr。

duetion cross 回ction， there exist large differences among the data from different
laboratories measured before 1979. The re臼nt1y measured ones are smaUer in
value, and differenωs occur only when En> 8 MeV. In fact, the benchmark
恼ting results show 由at old ones are too large. An accura町 3 % of the cro臼

键etion is requested. The tritium production cross section of neutron interaction
明白 7Li was evaluated in J例I)

The inelastic scattering to 4.63 MeV state a回。unts for bigger ratio of the
ωtal 7Li(n,n't)a reaction. There are large differences among measured values.
At tint, the alωurate data were analy揭d and evaluated for the differential
inelastic cross sectionω4.63 MeV s饵teo In order to calculate thωretiea))y the
data，由e micro饵opic DWBA tbω叩 were used. The calculated inelastic 皿at·

tenng differential cross section can reproduce the experimental data ve哼 we)).

Now other cross 部ctions and angular distributions as well as 帽condary energy
neutron spectra are alωrewmmended. Consequently, new complete neutron
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也ta for 'Li have been p~ntcd for CENDL-2 to reflect 由e new infonnation
for the experimental data.

I DATAANALYSISANDEVALUATION

1.1 Tetal en. S眶tin.

The total cro挡回etion was e咽luted based on the measured data by
Bar咽，苟， Goul伽r3) ， Fosrer剑， LamarSl, aDd由ermal eDa'JY也ta recom·
men创 by Mugbabghat归. Therefore, in theω回回ra&，eabove IωkeV，。阳e
is no 1a唱;e change from CENDL-l. New ex阳imental 也ta wereωm胁时.

Below IωkeV, the total cross 臼ction w部 the sum of 由自mal scattering cross
section and the radiative capture cross section. The由ermal 目auering cross sec
lion is 0.97 b, wh比h was recommended by Mughabgbattl6l•

The comparison of our recommended明白 others for the total cross sec
tion is shown in Fig. 1.

1.2 Elastic sc刷町画gen回sec笛"

As mentioned above, the thennal 缸attering cross 臼ction of 0.97 b was
adopted below IωkeY. Above IωkeY energy range, the elastic scattering
ao娼 sections were obtained by subtracting the nonelastic reaction cross 键ction

仕。m total cross section. The results are consistent with new measured data by
臼ibal1J， Shenl'l within experimental error.

1.3 Radia筒'feC.阱lIR e刷刷SeCtiOII

Radiation capture of neutron by 7Li leads to an unstable iωtope 'Li,
which d饵ays with about a 0.9 seωnd half-life by emitting electrons with a
maximum energy of 13 MeV. The r臼idual nucleus, 'Be, further decays into two
alpha particles in about 10-" 回ωnd. Since the spin and parity of the ground
state of 'Li are 2 even, and the spin and parity of the ground state of 7Li are
31 2 odd, the exci~创 state of 'Li formed by S-wave neutron 臼ptUTe in 7Li
win decay to the ground state by electric dipole emission. The neutron radiative
但pture cross 臼ction of 7Li was measured by Imhotf 91 in the neutron energy
from 40 to I∞o keV. The cro部由ction were measured relatively to the known
ero饵 sections of the 'Li(n,t)« and the 1271仰，以211 reactions. In the
measurement, the differen臼 of 7Li仙，y) cross臼ction existed due to use the ear
Iy normalization cross section of 气i(n ，t)a and 口7I(n ，y)'UI reactions. Now, the
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aoss section，由peaally in 71ωto I倒)() teV energy raDlC , are more dωeel eaC:Ja

other afrc:r using the new normalization cross sections from ENDF / B-6 in tile
praent evaluation.

τ'he tbremal energy dataw町e also adopted from the四commenckd data by
M唱babtl归圳. Tb町dore，霄leer帽即"侃侃t of 40 to 1000 keV CDCrJY
nap an: cx...因时部

6"=722X10-zIEJeV}l-EJZ , {b >

The evaluated r自由自由。wn in Fig. 2

1.4 (~)...徊局 Rae笛.eN画s«幽幽

For these reaC'tion cross sections, the cxper1rr跑回tal data could be found on·
Iy at a few energy points. The 徊，20) reaction cf1侃$坦ction.町e measur回 by

McTagpn(loJ, Ashby"), Matherl U) andα阳lη. A«ording to the new m幡

田eel data by Chiba, the evaluated 徊，2n) cross sections in CENDL-I were ad·
justcd slightly. Theevaluated r宫suit is shown in Fig. 3.

The angular distribution of neu町。n emitted from 'Li(n,2n) reaction was
adopted from饵perimentaldata(7).

The 7U仙，d) reaction data was ve吁民aree， the evaluated '1.1伽， d) Rae
lion Cfl臼5 section were recommend创 referring to 由eJENDL-3 values.

1.5 ,...Sattcrilll Cr.画S饵笛"

I) The tintlcvel to 0.478 MeV
In most 饵periments由e inelastic 5Catterins crlωs section to the tint 0.478

MeV state cannot be separated from the elastic 缸attering cross section. But
邸 'u徊，的} reaction cross sections were m饵sured by Morpnl1J1, so the cr，ωS

section to the fint leve10.478 MeV cross 帽etionω'uld be obtained from the
measurement.

2) Thcsec佣d level ( 4.63 MeV)
In 由e 'Li(n,n't)cl reaction, the inelastic SC8tterins cr，跚跚tion to 4.63

MeV state accounts for about half of the total tritium production cross section.
HσWCY饵， large difference exists among the data ωl1ec:ted from different lahora
tories m臼sured before 1992. The nperimental data for 'Li归，n't)cl reaction to
4.63 MeV state were measured mainly by 18 laboratories口，协蝴. The existing
data arc mainly in 6 to 14 MeV energy ran., becau曾 mωt of the
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maswements were performed with • pulsed mOD伺阳醉tic neutron sour四 m

喃自hcucthescωaclarya阳'IY幅画be measured by 由etime-of-阳!gbt(TOF)

mahocl.
After analyziDl 曲创，1eCteCI da恤7 to fiDd reasons for these deviation, the

possible eft四 for attallCO田bKtJl'OWIdarc r寓。伊iZaI.τ'his evaluation is
mai8IY ba拥d on the aperia阳tal data iD wbich tIeR usccl em崎e4 7Li植mPIe

_TOF ‘四E回回自由曲 aood 自DC r回olution and hiJh dTca-to-bad
，拥.. ratio. The scarce data were C:aICUIa回d by usml pa1urbati佣 theory in
form ofa mic:ro缸啕配 DWBA.

The evaluated experimental data and tile calculated raul钮 '自e fitted with
0I"tb0J0naI polynomial method, so the enluated data wac obtained. It was
曲。IWD in Fil.4回由experimentaldata and od阳回alutions.

3) Tritium production町oss section
The m比roscop比 data for 7Li(n,n't)a reactions were m臼sured mainly by 18

Iaboratonesl7. U. 战It. J也就如41)， large discr部.ney exists among the data m臼s-

urcd bcfo~ 1979. The recently measured on臼 aR smaller in valu白. and dis
crepancy 。但un only when E.> 8 MeV. In fact, tbe benchmark I饵ting r，臼，ults

曲。w 由at tbe old ones are t∞ la!'lel4J- 4S). We have iDVI创咆ated and analysed
then隙tbod of the cross 曾etioDs measURment. The key effects on the experi.
mental.αuracy are the 姐mple purity， ωIlectioD and extraction of the tritium
after inadiation and臼methω 。f tritium determination. The adoption of the
enr捕cd 99.9 0/. 7Li蝇.mple and 臼men何 techn町ues of keeping fRSh target
are imponant to reduce由eefTo:咒 of the neutrons wi由 lowerenul邸，

Only a few data measured by TOF are available because with this tech
nique a large amount of measuremen,s is needed. Still Lisowskil 26) and
Chibal7] have measured neutron s阴C町a at more than 10 angl臼 for several inci
dent neutron en町四es by using hi庐 E白。lution TOF spectrome忧n， the deduced
tritium production cross section are rather ac:curate.

In the present evaluation all experimental data up 1992 were collectω，

ωmpared and ana加eel. The data froml20，鼠)6-42) were adopted, and the rec

ommended valul臼 are consistent with the benchmark testing results, as shown
in Fil. 当 together 制th other evaluations.

2 RECOMMENDATION AND DISCUSSION

Our recommended data are compared with JENl;>L-3 and ENDF I B-6.
霄Ie results are shown in Figs. 1- Swith experimental data. It was shown from
由eamults that ;
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2.1 The evaluated tritium production cross section are well consistent with the
experimental values. Our evaluated values are close to the recently measured
data by JAERI and University of Tokyo(4S] with new techniques and fusion
neutron sour，臼 facility， especially from 13 to 15 MeV very well. (see Fig. 5)

2.2 In the evaluated lLi(n,n't)lX reaction cross 铠ctions to 4.63 MeV state, the
newer experimental data were adoptωin which the possible effect for extra·
neous background were recognized. Our recommended values are consistent
with JENDL-3, but ENDF / B-6 are systematic higher than oU,n. (see Fig. 4)

2.3 For the experimental data on 7Li{n,y) radiative capture cross section, the
scatters of experimental data become very little due to we corrected the
normalization cross sections by ENDF / B-6. Therefore, the recommended da·
ta are reliable from 40 to 1000 keV energy range. ( see Fig. 2 ).

2.4 The DWBA were used to calculated the inelastic scattering cross section to
the excited 0.478 MeV and 4.63 MeV states in our evaluation. Because it have
not yet given the state functions for the states higher than 4.63 MeV, the results
for 6.68 MeV state by Chiba[ 30) were adopted, which was based on
coupled-channel calculation.

For other discrete level data of 7Li{n,n't)a reaction , JENDL"':3 data were
also adopted. For continuum state, it was obtained b罗 subtracting the 4.63 , 6.68
and 7.467 MeV state from tritium production cross section of 7Li.

At present evaluation, the important data concerned n + 7Li were evalu
ated and recommended and these evaluated results could renroduce the experi.
ment data veηwell. During our evaluation , the evaluated data for
ENDF / B-6 were reviewed, and the discussion was also done with
Chiba(47] who is author of new measurement data and evaluation of revision of
JENDL-3 for 7Li.

Some scar臼 data measured were calculated by using R-matrix and Coup·
led- channel theory. Because the individuality of 7Li is very strong, the calcu·
lated Code by Zhu Yaoyin( 48] could give its results at some energy points.
Therefore, in this case others scarce data measured such as the
double-differential data were supplemented from JENDL-3 after they were
checked and analysed. The recommended DDXs were calculated based on the
experimental data from Osaka University at 14 MeV and Tohoku University at
6.0, 14.2 MeV using enrich sample ( 99.9 % in 7Li). Their evaluated data could
reproduce the secondary neutron energy spectra excellen t.
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The a few body theoηis investigating by Liu Funjingl 49) and theωlcu

lated code is improving by Zhu Yaoyin[4I). The part of缸ar，臼 experimentaldata
will cal，ωlated so as to revise our evaluation in the future.

3 CONCLUDING REMARK

The neutron nucl:ar data of lLi were re现部d for CENDL-2 by taking ac
ωuntof 由e experimenωdata after the CENDL-I evaluation. Main emphasis
was on the tritium production cross 部ction and some discrepancy data among
ωme evaluated data from 臼verallaboratori臼.

3.1 The evaluated tritium production cross section were consistent with the
benchmark testing results. The measured datal细I) with new techniques at fusion
neutron sour，∞ around 14 MeV were published after our evaluation(J). The val
ues are higher than the valut;s of JENDL-PRT and over lower than
ENDF / B-5, but in agreement with our evaluation[I). At present, these evalu
ated results are consistent very well with the measured data around 14 MeV.

3.2 For 4.63 MeV state, there exists inconsistency among the measured cross
臼ction from 7 MeV to 14 MeV. According to the analysis of experimental data,
the values measured by Hogue[2S) and Dekempenner(29) were systematic higher.
Main r，臼son was found, that the subtraction of the background neutron effects
was not so good, and some were reasonable. The possible effect for extraneous
background were from the subtraction of the background neutron, present the
calculation of neutron inelastic ( 4.63 MeV level) scattering by 7Li are low than
the measured results by Hogue[2S). Our evaluated value are close to the new
measured data by Chiba[30).

3.3 For radiative capture cross section, the measured data by Imho~9) were
ωrrected for normalization standard cross section in 40 to 1000 keV energy
range. Therefore, our recommended data are more reliable.
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REVISION ON RECOMMENDED

DATA OF 238U FOR CENDL-2

Tang Guoyou

( IHIP,PEKING UNIVERSITY )

Cai Dunjiu

( CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE )

For evaluation of neutron data of 231U in 1991 version, we have revi臼d as
follows:

1 In neutron energy range from 50 to 500 keV, our recommended data of cap
ture cross section in the 1991 versionl J) was based on measured data collected
by us before 1991. They are larger than expected ones from benchmark ca1cula
hon.

Recently we have known that the NEACRP / NEANDC Working Group
on International Evaluation Cooperation has intensively studied and resolved
the problems of the capture cross section. It was convinced that the lower rec
ommended data of capture cross section than average data of earlier
measurements are reasonablel21 . From the 1991 Julich conference, we have ob
tained the new data measured by K. Kobayashi( 31. These data are in good
agreement with the experimental data of L. E. Kazakov et a1.141.

Based on the data ofK. Kobayashi et a1. we have revised our evaluated da·
钮. Present revised data of capture cross section have been included in the
new 23气J data of ChNDL-2.

Revised data of capture cross section and their comparison with those of
ENDF I B-6, JENDL-3 are shown in Figs. 1- 3.

2 In the new version for recommended data of 2311U, the resonance parameters
in the energy range below 50 keY are taken from JENDL-3 based on the de
man'ds of users and considering there are no discrepancy among the recom
mended data in the ,resonance energy range.
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are3 In the
W1changed.

The: new version data of nlU have been collected in the CENDL-2. Re
suits ofbenchmark calculation are in good agr臼ment with the data[SI.

sectionscrossreactionotherof 2JllU.dataversionnew
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PROGRESS ON THE EVALUATION OF

CHARGED PARTICLE NUCLEAR REACTION

DATA IN SICHUAN UNIVERSITY

Peng Xiufeng Liu Mantian He Fuqing Long Xiansuan

( INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY, SICHUAN UNIVERSITY, CHENGDU )

According to the assignment of the second meeting on CPND ( Xian , 1989
), the evaluations of excitation functions of 9 reactions induced by charged par

tides have been fulfilled. The evaluated nuclear reactions and the experimental

works are listed in table 1.
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PROGRESS ON NUCLEAR STRUcruRE

AND DECAY DATA EVALUATION FOR

.A-CHAIN IN CHINA

Zhou o.unmci

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

The nuclear structure and decay data ( NSDD ) are imponant data for the
basic research of nuclear phys邸， applied research of nuclear techniqu臼 and

cnJincering design of nuel锦r en，町gy. The evaluations and updates of NSDD
for A.: 1- 266 have been done r臼pectively by members of the International
Nuclear Structure and D民ay Data Network. China Institute of Atomic Encr，盯，

B臼量吨， as Chin臼e responsible institution, has primary r民ponsibility for 阴alu

ating and updating NSDD for A= 51- 56 and 195-198, and tcmporaηfor

evaluating NSDD for A = 61 , 170 and 172. The other m，饵lbers of Chinese
NSDD evaluation group are from Dcpanment of Phys邸， Jilin Univenity.
Chanachun, and Institute of Nuclear R臼earch， Shanghai. The status of NSDD
evaluation in China is summarized. The following has been put into Evaluated
Nuclear Structure Data File in 1992,

A == 61 Nuclear Data Sheets, Vol. 67, 271 (1 992)
A == 196 Nuclear Data Sheets (to be publi由.ed in 1993)

updated,
A == S6 Nuclear Data Sheets, Vol. 67, 523 (1 993)
A == 54 Nuclear Data Sheets (to be published in 1993 )
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NUCLEARDATASHEETSUPDATEFOR A= 61

Zhou ChUlllDei

( CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

τlie 1913 "町SiOD of the Nuclear Data sheets for ~ = 61 was evalωted

by L. P. Ekstrom et a l.lll . The Nuclear Data 51回as Updatc for A ::. 61 bas
beaI done on the basis of the n四:lear reaction aDd nuclear de四y cxpcrimcnu
leadilll to aU the nuclei with mass number A = 61 旬，但 cutoff datc of last
eval'四lion，阮tober 1982. 霄Ie most of evaluated data haft been updated , or
四vised. 11Ic nuclei of updated data mainly are "Fe, 'ICO, "Ni, "Cu, "Zn
and "Ga. The level properties and their ., radiations from 1'Q·:tion and decay
但pcrimcnts arc presented by means of schem白。r tables. The adopted levels
and adopted y radiations arc 由。wn in tabl臼. The expenmcntal mcthods,
refcrenc臼 and necessa町 comments ~rc gWen in the tex t.

The updated 四rsion of Nuclear Data Sheets for A = 61 have been put
into Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File, Br∞khaven National Laborato町，
USA, and published(21.
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A NEW SET OF AVERAGE LEVEL SPACINGS

FORS-WAVERESONANCE

HumS Zbonafu

(GUANGXIUMNERSITY)

Zhao Zhixiang Zhou Delin

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

In gcncral，averagc阳cl 句.cing is obtained from the analysing a set of re
solved r白。nance parameters. A problem in the臼.timationof average level spac
ing is 由at usually many weak kvels, which have small neut. on width. arc mis
sed because of finite resolution and sen~itivity in neutron experiments. Most of
methods toωπ'eel leftl missing are only based on a cut-tailed Porter-Thomas
distribution of redu回d neutron widtt邸， and the information in level position
have not been used. The Bayesian approach developed by 由e authors[l. 2J make
it possible to simultaneously usc the infonnation in both neutron width and lev
d positi侃， therefore the白timate of <D> is improved.

In this work, the Bayesian approach is used to evaluate s-wave average
k四I spacings for about 210 target nuclei. The resolvlωresonanαparameters to
be analy时 are taken from evalua时也ta of ENDF I B-6lJJ• The prior 臼ti

mates for the number of s-wave r，臼onanee， N~ are calculated by using
AVRPES code! 4) , which is developed on the basis of a cut-tailed
Porter-Thomas distribution.

The Bayesian estimates for <Do> calculated in this work are given in ta
ble I with those given by Mughabghabl SJ , RefTo[ 6J and Ignatyuk[ 7J. In the
table, N. means the number of resolved s-wave resonances and all of estimates
for <Do> are in keY. It can be 目en from tbe table that for ωme target nuclei
there are large di优repanties among this work and o t,hen. One of t1.e reasons
for this di配repancy may come from that the resolved resonance parameter
姐mples to be analy铠d for these targets are not perfect.
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Table 1 B町ωian estimates of .-.a,e anrage lent &pacinE

Target N. This Work BNL-325 Rerro Ignatyuk

1:W. 4 7.46G+1± I.S2+1 1.429+2士 3.61+1

40Ar 6 5.8创)+1 士1.20+1 7.532+1 土 2.22+1 8.700+1 士1.30+ 1

·电k 78 1.28O-H)土 8.创←2 1J协+0士I.ω-I 1.4如+0士I.SG- I I.到陆+0土I.lK← 1

SOCr 64 1.210+ 1 土 8.00- 1 I.剑)0+ 1 士 2.lK协。 1.346+ 1 士3.S4呻 1民协+I± 2.00+。

S\:r 23 4.刨胁H 土 4.00+0 4.21刷)+1 士 5.创怜。 4.到附H 士 6.00+。

'句:r 29 6.33~呻士 6.2←1 7.1协+0士I.加咱 6.5S仙。士1.7S+。 7.1ω+0土 1胁+0

'句:r 14 3.7创)+1 土 4.1翻"。 2.6«协+I ±7.1创忡。 3.194+ 1 士 6.39+。 6.lK她+1 士 9.00+。

SSMn 50 2.17仙。土1.70- 1 2.71创抖。土 4.创H 2.7刨抖。土 4.00- 1 2.70胁。土 4.00- 1

'叫Fe 61 1.440+1± 1.00呻 1.3曲+1 土 2.00+0 2.040+1 土 2.7仙。

~e 36 2.3曲+1 ±2.00+。 1.700+ 1 士 2.00+0 2.5ω+1 土 5胁+0

S7Fc 22 6.6到呻土 6.胁-I 6刷抖。士1.00+0 6.5俯呻土I.协+0

"Fe 13 3.350+ 1 土 4.71)呻 3.5曲+1 土J.Sl)+ 1 3.Sω+1 土J.SO+ i

"Co 1ω 9.7创H 土 5.tX←2 J.Iω呻土I.ω-I 1.340+0土 3.40-1 1.1ω呻士 1脱r-I

''Ni 62 1.29l)+1± 9.tX• I 1.370+ 1 士 2刷忡。 1 川土2叫1.67仙l 土 2川

~i 30 1.390+1± 1.31)呻 1.6ω+1 土 2.51)呻 1.494+1 土 2.03+0 11.6«协+1 土 2.50+0

6lNi 31 1.8ω+O± I.胁-I 1.&1胁呻士 3.创)-1 2.135+0土 3.61-1 1.8ω+O± 3脱H

61Ni 29 1.7曲+1 土 1.60+。 1.91 0+ 1 土 3.ω+0 1.825+1 土 4.00+。 1.9 1 0+ 1 土 3.60+0

~i 28 1.870+ 1 士I.协+。 1.990+ 1 土 3.甜呻 1.980+ 1 士 8.63+。 J.9协+I ± 3.崎呻

6JCu 184 5.04←l 土 2刷←2 3.2创H 土 3.创r-2 1.4S2+O土 3.29…· 1.040+0士1.10- 1

"Cu
.

129 7.37()-寸土 3.5←2 5.1创H 土 6.创r-2 1.148+0土 3.1 9-1 1.470+0主1.90- 1

71Ge 6 7.32←1 士1.44-1 9.6创H 土 4脱r- I 3.5胁+0土 8.刨H 9.600-1 土 4.00- 1

7JGe 10 4.0创r-2土 7.00-3 8.2创r-2± 2.创r-2 I.6So-U 2.创卜2 8.2例r-2± 2剧r-2

74Gc 3 6.430- 1 土1.93-1 3.创郎+0土I.SO+O S.刨跚+0土 3.00+。 3.例"呻士 I.如+0

7SAII 32 6.900-2 土 7.tX←3 7.5创r-2 土 5.ω-3 7.S创r-2 土 5刷r-3

'、e 7 3.21创r- I ± 6.S• 2 4.2创H 土 2.40- 1 8.0ω-I ± I.ω-I 4.2创H 土 2剧r-2

76SC II 6.140-1 士 9.90-2 6.67←1 土 2.71←1 8.侃>O-J±2.创H 6.670- 1 士 2.70- 1

17Se 22 I.~I 士1.2←2 1.460-1± 3脱←2 1.460- 1 土 3.创)-2 1.460-1± 3.00-2

71Se 6 1.090+0± 1.9• 1 1.390-呻土 S.创r- I 2.4俯+0土 4.00-1 1.3%+0土骂刷r- I

lOSe 5 川20-呻土 2.7←1 3.5俯呻士1.50-呻 3.()(协+0土 4.创卜' 3.S侃"。土1.S0+0

"'Dr 13 2.800-2土 4.创刊 4.1'创)-2 土 S.创)-3 S.S创护-2 土 8.创)-3 4.7例)-2 土 S.创)-3

"Dr 5 3.8创)-2土 9.t)(←3 9.4创刊土1.5←2 1.72←I 土 2.50-2 9.4创r-2 士1.50-2

7'K.r 3 2.1 3• U6.7• 2 2.3创)-J土 6.lK←2 2.3例H 士 6肌)-2

I~r 4 1.69←1 土 4.0←2 2.佣0-1 土 6.创)-2 2.000- 1 土 6.创)-2

'ic.r 2 7.7创←2± 2.4(• 2 3.260- 1 土 2.创← 1 3.260- 1 士 2刷H

I~r 3 3.99←1 土1.08-1 2.420- 1 土1J← 1 2.420- 1 土1.30- 1
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16.14←E 士 4.8的 i 5.7。← I ± I 伽] 18.200-1 一- -,

i6.340+0± 8.60-112 刷呻土7伽1|6.伽川伽113.1ω呻士 1 伽0

3.4佣+O±4.00-113.600呻士 8.创1-] 13.8佣+O±7.创1-1 13.8ω+O± 1.00+0

9.5佣+0 ± 1.60+-0 i I蜘1 土 4伽川 53创士 3.90+0 11.300+I ± 4伽0
4.5件2±2.ω-3!4.4件2± 4.00-31 1.0SD-1± I.协2 i9.Oω-2±2.协2

3.08←2土I. S4-2: I

1.6)()t{J± 2.7←ll21阳±3伽11 3 .000+…斗6阳士 7.00- 1
7.490-1 士1.81-1/9.75←H2仕112.265+川啊!1.15例± 3.S萨 i

!7.500-2 ± 8.00-31 5.5伽2士 8伽31 1.1 50-]士 4.s0-219.1伽2 ± I. J(1-2

7.470-1± 1.91-118.500- 1 土 4.50-21 19.5创H 土 2.8l)- 1

4.3创)-2 土 4.创刊 13.2创刊士 3.创刊 16.∞o-2± 1.50-214.2创叫土1.50-2

7.03l)-1± 1.61-1 19.7创H 主 2.00- 11 19.7创H 士 2刷1- 1

8.66←1 士 2.72-11 4.侃10- 1 16.5创I-I± I.创1-1 17.000- 1 土 S.创1-2

1.6 1 0-2 土 1.3l)-311.070-2 士1.80-31 1 1.760-2 士 1 创刊

1.45←2± 3.ω-312.S创)-2 士 2.ω-312.6创←2± 5.00-312.5创1-2 土 2.()(←3

1.340-2± 2.50-31 1.6ω-2土 2.ω-319.4∞-2士 2.0()-211.8ω-2主 2.00-3

2.64←1 土 7.20-21 1.4创H 剖.70-21 13.000-1 土 7.50-2

2.44←2止1.70-31 1.刷)-2± 1.00-31 13.1ω-2 土 3剧时

1.020-2 士 5.创卜41 1.例1O-2± S.创1-41 1.300-2土 3.创1-31 1.030-2 主 7.创1-4

1.2ω-2 士 7.ω-4 1 1.5创1-2 士 3脱1-31 1.600-2士 3.00-31 1.1 40-2 土 9.00-4

2.nO-2± 1.50-31 1.6创←2 士 3.创1-314.3创1-2 土 S.0()-312.200-2 土 2.00-3

2.69•2± 1.50-31 1.4ω-2土 2.00-313.侧叫士 5.0()-31 1.87o-2 士1.30-3

1.7ω斗士1.5←21 1.55←1±2刷问 1 1.700-1 ± 2.S←21 1.55←l 土 2刷1-2

2.8∞-2±2.∞-312.ω。-2 士 4.ω-313.3创1-2士 2.创)-312.0创)-2±4.00-3

1.580- 1 士1.50-21 1.900- 1 土 2.50-21 1.450- 1 土 2.创)-21 1.9ω-I 士 2.50-2

2.0S• 2± 3.佣--312.100-2土 4.创)-314剧JO-2士 3.00-312.10←2 土 4.00-3

1.5 10-1 土 1.80-212.350-I 士 3.5~-212.9S0-1士 6.30-212.350- 1 主3.50-2

9JZr 15

94Zr 22

"Zr 8

9JNb 147

~b 2

92Mo 8

94Mo 5

"Mo 25

'HMo 4

97Mo 30

"Mo 5

IOOMo 3

"7c 42

"au 5

IOIRu 7

1CMRu 4

IOJRh S9

(0年d 80

100Pd 65

100Ag 13

IOtA. 83
I(OCd 40

IIICd 63

It2Cd 31

tL二11

- 62 •
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15Rb 75 2.14• 1 ± 1.30-2 2.1例~I 土 4.到)-2 2.21创)-U2.创←2 2.创~I 土 4.SD-2

·'Rb 14 1.4甜+0土 2~创←1 2.64。呻土 S刷)-1 2.«陆+0土 6.创←1 2.640-呻土 8.80-]

USr 9 3.29C)-1± 5.6(• 2 3.830-]士1.3C)-1 4.160- 1 士1.5←1 3.830-1± 1.30-1

咆r 7 1.800+0士 3.刨)-1 S.DOCr]士 6.6(←21 13刷盼+0士1.00+。

·'Sr 10 1.咧盼-I 士 2.70-2

"sr 4 2沉降H±6.0仙。 2.到协+l士 5.00+0 15.5创)+1 士 5J)0+014.创阳+1 士1.00+ 1

"y 34 2.8ω+0士 2.刨)-1 4跚呻士 4.00-114刷呻士1.00+0 14跚呻土 4伽1

"也z !J 7.8倒)+O± 7.创←1 6.4剑"。士1.10+0 II.OSO+ 1 土 2.5如-0 18.6佣+0土1. 6~呻

"Zr 35



Tar帆风This Work I BNL-32S I Ren-o I IlI1al川
lI'cd I 7 13.79C←1 士 7.80-213.900-1 士'则~2IS.900→士1.00-113剑)0- 1 士，创)-2

"'In I 9 14鼠赔-3主 8，创←419.创)()-)土 2.1)(如-)12.61跑-2主 l创)-319.创)0-)土 Z创)-3

lI'In I 89 1 1.1倒←2主 6刷←419.斜)()-3 主 2.创)-.4 19.到隔-3土 S.I创←-4 19.4创←3 士 9.0(←4

II鸟So I S II 剑"叫主 2.90-21 I.S50-1 1 1.540-1 主 3.00-21 1.571
←1 土 S.~2

II~O I 4 12.6却-I 士 6.4(←21 12.8ω-I 土 4.00-212.830- 1 士1.06- 1

"写So I 3 13.71倒←2士 9.0(←31 11.0倒)-1 土 2.创←21 S.OOC• 2

'咆D I 4 12.7胁-I 士 6.20-21 IS剧)O-1± S.ω-216.290- 1 士 9.86-2

' I1S0 I 10 Is.l倒←2主 9.例)-314.8创)-2 主 6.创)-31 IS.S创)-2 士 S.创)-3

IIIS0

II'SO I 3 17.3创←2主I.例←219.创协-2土 2.创)-21 1.1创)-!± 3.创抖219.刨盼-2土 2创)-2

t组'so 1 7 11.358+0主 2.49- 1' 1.4舶to 士1.76-lll.4ω+0士 3.00- 11 1.64。呻士 2创H

'USo 1 3 !8.200-1± 1.86-1

山sn|2 1103+@ 士 3.48-1
U1Sbω 1.41(←2 士1.00-31 1.8创)-2 主 2.创)-311.8S0-2± 2.50-311.8创r-2士 2.创r-3

Jl)Sb I 48 12.690-2 士 2.创)-313.8创)-2 士 4.00-314.2ω←2土 4.创)-313.8创)-2 土 4创)-3

'arc I 22 II 蜘HI归[1.326- 1 ± I.S的 2回归H叫:蜘HI旧
I»-rC 26

'~c 26

u吁c 30

1叮E 9

'arc: 4

'»re 4
1211 "t吨 5

lUXe 5

，~c 69

自»Xc II

IJIXc 39

IJ1Xe 3

''''xe 2

IUCs 123

IMCS 6

U6es 7

IMBa 8

n~a 28

rzz;工:l2…叫…如 'l;::乙:;工:
2.3佣-I 土 6.£协-2

4伽加-2 士 6刷)-3
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This Work

3 13.82C)-1 士 1刷-114.3创←1± 3.销护21 19.201H ± 2.创)-2

8 1 1.480- 1 士 2.41←'212.91胁斗士 4.00-21 13.8创)-1 ±7.创←2

32 12.461H ± 2到←'212.080-1 ± I刷←21 12.830-1± 5剧←2

15 18.创盼-2主 t剑←'2'1剧~2士'刷)-31 1.5到H 士 3剑)-21 1.02IH 土主创←2

5 18到路-I 土 2.07-114.~1 主 5.2C)-21 16.630-1 士 7.创)-2

17 12.4销护2士 3.00-314.到协-2土 4刷)-314.'例~2土 4刷)-313.6剑)-2±4创)-3

19 14.611H 士 5.61←214到协-I 主 6.销护214.661H ± 7.BI)-214.32C)-1± 7.创)-2

79 '1.7到)-2 士1.10-312到附-2±2.1倒)-312. '侃~2± 2.00-3ID创)-2± 1.6(• 3

18 12胁1 士 2伽归排1 士 2叫3胆创刊伽牛唰)-I ± 8.00-2

7 i口协川叫5胁3士 2时 | 5胁3

II I户7.1胁阳伽2士 1.2归←M叫2到1川1胁1川士川I.排归排21 1 刷胁←1川士刮I.胁阳伽21川1.6盯伽协刑萨1川士口2.:旧萨M2

t臼5|hl 胁1 土 I门7叫←M叫2纠mi
3览8 i阉8.创跚跚胁-3扯土 7回.()(刨伽←)-4 1啤3.61盼胁-3归士 5剑H叫I !溥3.7唰刨仲F←)-3 士川1.41)萨M-44

1附钊 |h5胁川旧叫l问问5.7胁伽川伽旧4川
2却9 13.100-3± 3旧l22旧士2叫2.45的主4归i1蜘3日伽4

1114胁川崎4!5蜘川伽3! 14蜘川伽2

120 !1.100-H I 旧[1.2阳主 2伽4il.僻山阳ll胁HI阳

57 14.971护2± 3.50-315.1&1)-2 土 3.30-314.645-2 ± 7.0S-314.~2± 7.01• 3

18 11.120-1± 1.40-21 1. 151)-1± 1.21)-21 1.251)-1 ± 2刷)-211.110-1 ± 1.21)-2

91 f7蜘4土 4阳17.3阳士 7伽518.700叩 10-4 17胁ω创刊

83 14.2创如4 士 2.创)-512.5创←4士 4.创)-5 I 12.S创)-4士 4.似)-5

71 i1.250-3± 8.伽5i 1.3伽3 士 2.伽41 1.241)-3士 "l.协-4 1 1.1伽3±2.协4

59 19.3阳士 6旧19.2例斗士 1叫9伽川叫9.2阳士1. 71)-4

7 14.3创)-3 土 8.00-4 1 16.450-3± 1.65-314.阳)-3土 4.创←4

17 1 1.1 3的士1.4←31 1.5伽川伽川伽2±3.2G-3 1 1.Sω-2± 2.00-3

48 1 1.6 50-2土1.20-31 1.450-2 士1.50-3 I 11.450-2± 1.50-3

92 II.77o-H I阳1 1.8仲川叫1.7伽川ω-4 1 1 胁川伽4

30 14.4创←2土 4.00-313.780-2 士 ~.5G-31 13.阳)-2± 5.00-3

56 15.1创)-3 土 4.(1)-4 14.9制)-3 土 4.创)-4 15.550-3± 1.05-314.9创)-3 土 4.创)-4

93 19.000-2 土 5.00-318.5胁-2 士 3.00-3 I 18.500-2 士I.创)-2

44 12.180- 1 士1.80-21 2.Q20斗士 2.协21 12.020-1± 2.伽2

23 13.64o-H 3.91}-413.901←3 土 4.创)-414.231问土 7.35-4 1 4.400-3 士 4.00-4

3 16.800-3± 2.20-312.73()-2± 1.70--313.100-2士 4刷)-312.730-2± 1.7• 3

26 12.1创)-H 2.佣-412.67()-3 士1.J0-412.950-3± 2.80-4 12.671←3 士I.J←4

8 15.1伽2± I 伽21 6.4伽2土 1.90-318.2仲2± 1.74-216.4仲2 土1.9刊
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'咱y 59 7.930-3 士 5.60-4 6.8到H士 5.4←4 7.7 1(←3士 8.60-4 6.800-3 士 6.创←4

'''110 29 4.8创)-3± 5.01卜4 4.600-3±5.1创护4 4.57c)-3士 5.6C护4 4.600-Jj: 5.刨卜4

"'Er so 3.8创)-H3.创←3 3.ll(协-2主 3:创)-3 4.6到)-H8.60-3 3.8创)-2 土 2.创)-3

"'7Er 113 4.到灿-3± 2.0I卜4 4.1倒)0-3 主 2.1创护4 4.6C协-3土 6.创)-4 4.6到)-3 土2.20-4

l'7!t.u 16 2.8创←3土 3.01卜4 3.4到)-3 士I.到←4 3.6创)-Jj: 3.0l)-4

吨.U 21 1.8创)-3± 2.0I卜4 u剁)-3 士1.7C)-4 2.剑)0-3士 6.创)-4 1.7(1)-3土主创)-4

'咱If 10 1.8到)-H2.90-3 2.101←2主 5.00-3 1.61 c)-2土 4.锁←3 2.U协-2土 5.00-3

自吨If 22 3.4创)-2 士 3.创←3 3.2创←2士 7.00-3 4别陆-2± 1.8()-2 3刽地-2士 7.00-3

t吨If 99 2.5创)-]± I.俯4 2.4例)-3 士 3.0l)-4 2.咧陆-3士 5.ω-4 2.4创)-]± 3.创←4

自吨If 25 6.7创)-2± 7.创)-3 6.2创同± 1.I0-2i2.23←I 士1.50-2 6.21创)-2 士1.10- 2

自胃Hr 49 4.6C协-)士 3.110-4 4.400-Jj: 2.创H 1.2s(←2 土 2.创)-3 4.4创)-3士 2.创)-4

'叫-If 29 1.83O-1± 1.40-2 9.4例)-2± 1.1(• 2 2.450-斗士 3剑)-2 9.4创)-2± 1.10-2

4.400-]± 3.00-4

叫a i92胁旧110-4 14.7阳士1.2的 3胁川剧 4.7创)-Jj: 1.20-)

.IJw I 68 16.1创)-2 士 4.创)-316.600-2 土 4.创)-316.68(←2± 6.45-3 6.6C协-2±4.创)-3

IIJw I 49 1 1.3创)-2 士 9.协4ι2例如-2± 1.00-312.4创←2±2.创)-3 1.3剑)-2± I.创)-3

自句 37 16 蜘川伽318.1协川伽31 1 伽1 土 2归 8.1伽)-2"t 5.创)-3

"'w I 39 !7.2创)-2 士 6刷←318.71创扣-2 士 7.00→ i.1创←1 士 2剑←2 9.00(←H7.创)-)

"'Rc I 477 12.920-3± 6.00-513.1例如-Jj:2.创)-4 3.1创)-3士 3.创)-4.
II'7Rc I )74 13.87c)-3 士 9.00-514.1创刊士3..415.例)0-3士1.50-3 4.剑JO-]± 4.创)-4

h 汁如…旧时阳1.67←川 1.650-2士'脱H

Jl!6pb I )6 iI… 3.710+1± 5.50+0

咽口 3.800+ 1 ± 6.叫盯酬金6阳 3.600+ 1 土 7.00+0

·Pb I 3 1 1.64如2± 5.20+1 1.050+2

"、i I 26 13.71创抖。土 4肌H14.5ω呻土6刷HI4.895+0士 4.71-1 4.5ω-H)± 6.创H

JJ17h 21 9刷即-3± 1.10-3 9.6C盼-3 士1.30-3 1.38←2士 5.50-3 9.6C盼-Jj: 1.30-3

JJJyh 241 1.65c)-2士 6.00-4 1.68c)-2士I.创)-3 1.655-2士1.25-3 1.680-2± 1.00-)

J]JPa 30 4.5创)-4主 4.创)-5 4.500-4± 5.00-5 5.500-4主 I 刷)-4 4.S(协4土 5.创)-5

Jl1pa 33 9.9【赔斗士 9.00-5 5.9创H±9.00-5 6.95c)-4主1.95-4 5.9创如4土 9刷)-S

JJU 12 4.2例H土 6.协4 4鼠盼-3 士 7.00-4 5.700-3土1.10- 3 4.6创)-3 主 7.创扣-4

2吨J 118 1.1 8c)-2 土 6.协4 1.060-2 士 5刷)-4 1. 21 5-2土1.65-3 I.例。-2士 5刷)-4

JJ'u 232 5 .1 00斗士 2刷)-5 4.4创)-4 土 6.制)-5 4.3协斗士 1 创H

2叫1 81 1.570-2 士 9刷)-4 1.47c)-2 ± 8.00-4 1.645-2 土 2.55-3 I.S创)-2士J.(协-)

2J1u 27 3.4创)-3 士 3.创)-4 3.S创)-3±8刷)-4 3.5胁-3± 8.00-4

JJlu 470 2 .1 20-2 土 S.例←4 2.090-2 士1.10- 3 2.23←2士1.3←3 2.170-2 士 9.创H
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J~p 188 7.OC:协-4士 3.刨H S.2创←4土 4.刨~S 1.11(协-3士 4.00-4 S.6C盼-4 ±S.创)-5

~p 94 6.3ω-4 ±3.00-5

Z斗u 20 6.3创)-3 士 7.00-4

2斗u 14 8.4侃)-3 主1.00-3 ，‘创协-3 主 7.0(如4 9.创)()-3± 7.00-4

2呼u 399 2.7创)-3 主1.0(←4 2.到)1)-3士1.0(←4 立刻0-3主 1息。4 2.2()()-3 士 5.创)-5

'呼u 267 1.8剑←2主 6.0(←4 1.36()-2 主 7.0(如4 I.剑)()-2 主1. 1多-3 1.2创)-2 士 7.创如-4

lAlpg 239 l到)0-3 土 4剑H 9.00c←4主1.0(如4 9.~士I.ω-4 7到悔4士 8.0(←5

JOPg 67 1.44C←2 主1.00-3 l.S纷-2 主1.70-3 3.7页←Z主 2.6C←3 1.330-2 士 8.创←5

细队2 40 I.到盼-3 主I.OC:←4

2AIPU " I.OB(←2士 1..-3 I.训协会主 3.00-3 1.7(协-2

lA1Am I纳2 6.0(盼-4主 2.侃H 5到协4主 5.OC:←5 6.6创←4± 1.60-4 5.800-4±4.创)-5

J4JAm I 81 14.咧协....±2.创)-514.创渺斗士 S刷)-513.3创←4士 8.协-514.5创)-4士I.创)-4

241Am I 219 16.3创←4主 2.创)-516刷渺斗士 6.<创)-517.71创←4土1.70-4 16.4创如4主 6.创)-S

JOCm I 12 1 1.86C问主 2.7()-312.S创)-2 ±8脱)-312.2铜川主1.01-2 i 1.28()-2 主 2.7()-3

2MCm ! 37 i1.10()-2! 9阳i 1.200-2± 1.0()-31 i 1.1 8()-2 士 1.2()-3

J·'Cm I 38 11.430-3± 1.2()-4 iI.唰H士I.胁....'1 刑。-3主1.3& -4 11.380-3± I 创H

2幅em i 10 12.4创)-2 主 3刷)-313.4创)-2± 7.0()-313.6创)-2主 6.协-313.0创)-2 士 5创)-3

241Cm i 34 1 1.2创←3 主1.0(←41 1.4创)-3± 3.创~412.创协-3土I.创)-4 1 1.4创)-3 士 2.创)-4

241cm i 46 1 3.8创)-2 主 3刷)-313.3创)-2± 5.0()-314.00c←2主 8.倒)-312.5创)-2± 5创)-3

Jest I 39 11.170-3 主 7.伽51 l.ω-3± I胁利.ω-3 土 2.协-4 1 1刷-3 士I.协4

吨r I 63 16即主阳 7阳± 1.()()-4 11胁卫叫7即全 1.0()-4

2S1cr I 20 1 1.330-2 主1.6C)-3

22,"scCrf li22006."。-M6.胁-4 \U伽2主 3.协31 !2.~伽2土 4.协3

Jncr i 119 1 5如土 2制|

IDEs I 27 12.6ω-3 土 2胁4
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IV DATA, PARAMETER

AND PROGRAM LIBRARY

PROGRESS ON CHINESE

EVALUATED NUCLEAR PARAMETER

LIBRARY (CENPL) (II)

Su Zongdi Ge Zhigang Zhou Chunmei
Ma Lizhen Chen Zhonglin

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

Huang Zhongfu

(GUANGXI UNIVERSITY)

Liu Jianfeng

( ZHENGZHOU UNIVERSITY)

Yu Ziqiang Zuo Yixin

( NANKAI UNIVERSITY )

CENPL coliωted， evaluated and compiled nuclear basic constants and
model parameters, which are from the studies of nuclear physics for several tens
of years, and made the management and retrieval by computer. It is of funda
mental importance for nuclear physics. It wilt be very important and valuable
for basic researches of nuclear physics, applications of nuclear energy and nu
clear technology, .and other scientifical fields ( such like astrophysics and nucle
ar chemistry).

(;EI~PL consists of two parts, data files and management-retrieval code
system. The data files store evaluated nuclear basic constants and model
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parameters according to 臼rtain format of ωmput町 which can be printed out
回sily with table format. The management-retrieval cod臼臼n retrieve related
information for various parameters. It饵n also make a comparison between
parameters from different authors and help u回rs to choo回 and retrieve the re
quired parameters.

The management-retrieval code system provid臼 two retrieval ways. One is
for single nucleus ( SN ) which retriev臼 relatcdp缸ameters for one nucleus
( Z ,A. ) only. Another is. retrieval for neutron reaction ( NR ) which can re
trieve 由e required. p;缸副netl町-s for target nucleus ( Z ,A. ) and the relevant
residual nuclei with all possible reaction channels according to user's ch∞se

from four popular u部d fast neutron reaction model codes (MUP, FUP, UNF
and a code including reaction processes until fourth with emissions of y, n, p
and ex ). The retrieved parameters will be put in an output data file with the
fixed format, this output file can be u臼d as input data file for the four type of
ωdesmentioned above after format transformation.

CENPL-I contains six sub-libraries, their progresses are as the following:

1 ATOMIC MASSES AND CHARACfERISTIC CONSTANTS
FOR NUCLEAR GROUND STATES SUB-LIBRARY (
CENPL-MCC)

MCC file contains atomic mas臼s and mass exces回s， most of them are the
experimental data and the systematics results compiled by A.H.Wapstra et al.!'),
the remains are the thωretical values calculated by P.Molleret alP) ( 1991 ver
sion ). The total nuclear binding energy arc deduced from the mass excesses.
The atomic masses of exotic nuclei quite far from the vaney of stability are very
important for astrophysics research. The above requirement is paid attention to
inourMCC日Ie. The data for 4760 nuclides have been put into MCC file.

Most of the half-lives, spins and parities for nuclear ground states are
taken from the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File which is the ultimate
product of a data-evaluation network organized by IAEA. The others are
taken from Nuclear Wallet CardslJ) ( J990 version ). The isotope abundances
are compiled by N. E. Holden(4).

The single nucleus retrieval code has been finished in MCC sub-library.
Not only the data mentioned above but also other data, which are deduced
from mass excesses , can be provided by using the code system too; for example,
separation energies of neutron, proton, deuteron, trit9n, ~e， (I， 缸， 2p and de·
但y energies of It" and IT decay can be obtained as the combinations of atomic
masses.
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2 DISCRETE LEVEL SCHEMES AND BRANCH RATIOS OF
l' DECAY SUB-LIBRARY (CENPL-DLS)

One of the most time-consuming activiti，臼 in nuclear model code input is
the preparation of evaluated data d出cribing 由edi缸rete level structure of all
由er四dual nuclei involved in a complex nuclear reaction.

DLS file will begin with retrieval from 由e Evaluated Nuclear Structure
Data File. It is important to recognize that 白白c files contain onlyexperimental
information, which in many cases must be supplemented by evaluated data (扎
窝. branching ratios) in order to be u臼d for practical cross 臼ction calculations.
It is noted that CENPL will have his owe. format and corresponding α)(fe sys
tern for retrieving these data.

3 LEVEL DENSITY PARAMETERS SUB-LIBRARY (
CENPL-LDL)

There are the following two files in LDL: experimental data file relative to
level density ( LRD ) and level density parameters file ( LDP ).

LRD file includes s-wave average level spacing Do. radioactive capture
明dth r: at neutron separation ener町. and cuml巾tive number No of low-Iy
ing levels. Data for about 3ωnuclideswere collected and recommended by us
in order to obtain two 饵ts of new level density parameters[S.6) for the composed

four-parameter formula and back-shifted Fermi gas model in 1983 and 1987
respectively.

LDP file includes six 饵ts of level density parameters for two popularly
used level density formula, which are composed four-parameter formula and
back-shifted Fermi gas fonnula. The first one contains the parameters of
Gilbert et a1.[ 7). Cook et a1.( 5; and ours( 均. The second one contains the
parameters of rigid and half-rigid body of Dilg et a l.(9J and ours(6). LDP file wiIJ

also contain the level density parameters oflgnatyuk et al.
Single nucleus retrieval code has been written in this sub-library. U回rean

retrieve D，φ No and ~ and any 臼t of level density parameters. In order to
help users to 臼lect better level density parameters. Do and No of different lev
el density parameters can be calculated and compared with the experimental da
臼 in LRD file by using the code system.

4 GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE PARAMETERS FOR
'V-RAY STRENGTH FUNCTION SUB-LIBRARY (
CENPL-GDP)
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GDP file collects the giant dipole resonance parameters of 102 nuclid臼

from JIV to 2J'Pu. the integrated cro路 sections and their moments of the giant
dipolcr臼onance for photonuclear reaction of 141 nuclides from IH to~
ωmpiledby Dietrich and BermanIIO

].

In consideration of that there are no experimental data of由e giant dipole
resonan，臼 parametl町s for some nuclei and 由句 are necessary in practi但I calcu
lations of r回.ction cross sections. 由c cc:地e syst，臼D can provide the parameters
z四uired by retrieving from GDP data file 明白 replacement. interpolation or
using町stematicsformula RSpecti~ly.according to different case.

There are two retrieva! way for single nucleus ( SN ) and neutron reaction
( NR ) in the code system. The data file and code system have been finished and
但n be provided for using. It is needed to extend 由e experimental data of the
giant dipole resonance parameters and to improve the systematics formula
which is being studied.

5 FISSION BARRIER PARAMETER SUB-LIBRARY
(CENPL-FBP)

FBP file consists of three tables: the first table contains the fission barrier
parameters for 51 nuclides from 2弛fh to mer recommended by Lynn! II). The
second table contains ones of 46 nuclides from m", to mef obtained by Rack
et aI.I12

]. through analysis of the experimental data measured by means of direct
reaction in 1974. The last one comes from Ohsawa's results which are obtained
in 1987 through analysis of fission cross section for 24 actinide nuclides
from 2J2Pa to mef.

At present. the data file and the management and retrieval code SYSl臼n of
FBP sub-library have been finished. The ωde system can retrieve the fission
barrier parameters for a single nucleus and the related nuclei with the 仰，0，

帆，nf) and 帆，2nO reaction pro臼白白. User can compare the different parameten
from the three tables mentioned above. the cho钝it parameters or all out of
them to put into the output file for using.

6 OPTICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SUB-LIBRARY (
CENPL一OMP)

As the first step, the data file about the global optical model parameters for
neutron and charged particle is being set up. As the complication and
variousness of OMP, the file will give out the formula expressions which can be
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used in optical model calculation aα:oRting to 也e input information of the tar
JCt nucleus, projectile and incoming CI阳'目缸咀apre寸罚aleulation with a opti
calm创lei code including in 由自由h

τ2皿雷ωnd step is 割tiDg up a data fdc of OMP which is 国cd in calcula
画。as for com回de neutron data iD CENDL. ENDF / 8-6. JENDL-3缸lCI so

011. Tbcsc parameters are帽ry important and valuable for practical appIicaωID.
siDeC most of these puamcten w自e obtaiDed by the optimized D因如us 每回cifac

OMP 1broU&h fitting the u阴阳.cd.apea imeatal data in an eI阳Dr审OD. There
fore we have faxed a standa础。p山al potential form , which not only suits m倒
阴阳恼。ptiall pof幅tial forms but also inYo]~回 the 阴mible tcnckncy of opti
创 m创lei potential 缸"胁"时时. This data 自Ie is bein, set up by means of
dBASE methωfor the convenience of the fonnat trans~:Jnn and output ac
ωrding to r鸭山at format. The third Sl，句 win furtt暗r expand the file, in which
由e opti饵1mωel parameten from more nuclides and more literature will be
ωmpilcd.

The basic function of 由e mana伊nent and retr;eval code system for the
OMP sub-library has been dec:划ed， i.e. tI昭 code system n创。nly can retrieve
由e required optical model paramete币， but alω 叫.culate the optical model
ero辑挺etion by 由e optical model code included in th臼 system and compare
with the experimental data.

As mentioned above a remarkable proJl'笛s has.been made about CENPL
in the past year. There are six sub-librari，饵， the data file and
mana醉ment-retrievalcode system for GDP-I and FBP-I bave been finished.
The data file and part of cωe system (SN retrieval) for MCC-I and LDL-I
have been finished tω. These sub-libra白白 have be used now, DLS and OMP
are being built and some progress have been made. The next step is to finish all
sub-libraries and to improve and 院deetω，me sub-libraries further. Finally,
All sub-librari臼 are assembled in Chinl隙 Evaluated Nuclear Parameter Libra
ry-CENPL.

Ms. Zhang Limin, Mr. lin Yongli , Zhao Fengquan. Sun Zhengjun, Drs.
Ma Gonggui (Si Chuan University), Vao Lishan (Shaan Xi Normal Universi·
ty), Zhu Yaoyin ( Jj Lin University) et al. take part in the above works and reo
Jated activiti饵，

We would like to thank NDS, IAEA and NNDC, BNL for providing us
with the data tapes on mass ex臼sses and Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data
File and 切 on.
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EXFOR

NUCLEAR DATA BASE SYSTEM AND

EXPERIMENTAL NEUTRON DATA LIBRARY

Liang Qichang Sun Zheng归n

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

Under the IAEA expert assistance, the EXFOR data base system devel
oped by NNDC, U. S. A. has b饵n transported to our Micro-VAX∞mputer

atCNDC.
The EXFOR data base system for experimental nuclear data consists of

two parts, one is 由e pro饵臼ing code system for the nuclear data compilation in
EXFOR format and format checking, another is the storage and retrieve
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SYStCI阻~wh比billdud部 twor回tie圳m~ i_ c. oD-line aDd batellr回n阴剖.
Now the whole EXFOR experimental III盹trOD data library SUPI曲eel by

IAEA bas been Iω.ded in tile computer disk aDd CaD阳'OYiCI比 the 也U 黯阴阳 "

也C lISe!S at any~ it is 胃ry useful aDd ωa霄nieDt to the nuel但r 也ta re

sear由 wort in China.

COMPUTER PROGRAM LIBRARY AT CNDC

Liu Ruizhe SUR Naihong Zhang Limin

( CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER. IAE )

INTRODUCTION

With development of computer application, computer program libraries
have been set up in many countri臼. In order to meet the n臼ds of nuclear data
calculation and nuclear energy application, Computer Program Library ( CPL )
at CNDC was set up in 1989. This paper covers the construction purpose and
collecting fields of CPL, the judgment and 饵tegory of the codes accepted by
CPL.

I PURPOSE OF CPL CONSTRUCfION

Sin臼Chinese Nuclear Data Center was set up, more and more ωmputer
ωd臼 on theoretical calculation, evaluation and benchmark t臼ting have been
developed,collected and improved.

The imponance ofωlIecting validated nuclear model codes for ca1c:u1ation
and evaluation of nuclear data was r民ognized very 锦rly in曲时. The aims at
minimizing costs in the development of cod臼 and production of data~ at mak
ing 由e best use of expert knowledge and at ensuring由at usen utilize them well
vali也时~ cxpr;ωthe art methωs.The task of CPL is as follows :

(I) To requestωdesfrom NEA Data Bank in order to meet the needs of
由edom臼，tic u饵n.

(2) To r，饲U臼t codes from Chinese authon on interest shown by NEA
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Data But. Up to now. more than 10 codes writ忧n by Chinese have been sent
ωNEA Data Bant. They are 19.0%(1) oftotal c(地cs stored in its nuclear mod
d propam library. The percen!qe is less than 由at of USA only in 由.e world.

(3) To collect codes from Chinese aDd foreigners in order to meet the
needs of nuel但r data calculation.

(4) T，。 ωpyωd臼 for requesters wi曲"细dar也zed comput町 program

..eta_form.
{匀 T。 ωllcet feedback from users and transmit information between

ωdc's au曲。rsand u阳忌

(6) To a，α叩t publications of NEA nata Bank and disseminate them to
rela饵d institutes or uai四niti帽 in China.

2 COLLECfING FIELDS AND CATEGORY OF CODES AT
CPL

The purpose to set up the Computer Program Library is to serve the nucle
ar data calculation. evaluation ar.d relative nuclear energy application. So the
∞Ilccting fields are limited. They arc :

(I) Codes on various experimental evaluation, error analysis, data fitting
and plotting;

(2) Codes on theoretical calculation of nuclear data includ .lg various
theoretical models;

(3) Cod臼 on group constant and benchmark t臼t;

(4) Other special cod臼， such as mathematical routines, computer system
ωftware. cod臼 on managing library and so on.

In order to select cod臼 easily ， (he codes are classified as the following ac
ωrding to their function and the models they are used.

CC - Coupled Channel
01- Direct Interaction
DWBA - Distorted Wave Born Approximation
EDP - ExperimenTal Data Process
FKK - Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin
GMC - Generations of Multigroup Constants
TNCM - Intra-nuclear Nucleon Ca皿a<1e Model.
OTH -Others
OM - Optical Model
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PEM - Pre-Equilibrium M创el

PLT-Plot
RC - Reactor Calculations
RM - R-Matrix
RP - Related Progr葛m

SM - Statistical Model
SRM - Sum Rule Model
SYS - Systematics

3 STATUSOFCPL

There are mainly two sublibraries in Computer Program Library at
CNDC. One is called domestic sublibrary in which codes were written by
Chinese. More than 30 codes have been put in the sublibrary, such as UNF,
MUP3 and so on. Another is called foreign sublibrary in which codes originate
from foreigners taken mainly through NEA Data Bank. Now' there are more
than 100 codes in the sublibrary and some of them are important for nuclear
application in China.

In order to manage the library with computer, some codes have been de
veloped, such as ORDEL and RETRIEVE. ORDEL is used to make index of
∞des. RETRIEVE can be used to retrieve codes a∞。rding to code's name, cat·
ego町， author or keywords from code abstracts, which is similar to that of NEA
DataBank.

4 CODE EVALUATION

In order to verify the quality of these codes, firs t, one or two specialists are
臼ked to check the codes on theoretical model,physical idea and calculation reo
suits. Then every code with one or more test cases supplied by the authors is
∞mpiled and excuted. Finally we organize special meeting on appraising
programs to discuss on validity of anodel, and function of the codes to decide
whether or not 由ey are put into the library by specialists in the fields. Up to
now two meetings on it have been held. The first one was in 1989 and the sec
ond in 1992. The participants are from some universities and institutf~ invited
byeNDe.
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PROGRESS ON FREQUENTLY USEFUL

NUCLEAR DECAY DATA LIBRARY

Huang Xiaolong Zhou Chunmei

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

INTRODUCTION

It is propo回d to ~valuate and update the frequently useful decay data for
ωme nuclides ( about 330 nuclides) for meeting Chinese u白rs

f needs. Consider
ing their requirement, it is being done to establish the Frequently Useful Nuc1e
ar Decay Data Library at CNDC.

1 DESCRIPTION OF LIBRARY

The primary idea of constructing the Frequently Useful Nuclear Decay
Data Library is as follows:

I.] This library has comprised various decay data, which are maintained in
ENSDF, NNDC, evaluated by Chineseevaluators and recommended by IAEA.
It mainly contains decay data for 330 nuclides, which have been evaluated on
the basis of Chinese users' requirement, decay data for x-ray and ')I-ray stand
ards for detector calibration which are recommended by IAEA, and decay data
for the transactinium nuclides at present.

1.2 Users can retrieve the required decay data not only for a single nuclide but
also for group nuclides simultaneously, depending on user's needs.

1.3 The ENSOF [I) fon.,at is adopted in present databa盹

1.4 The retrieval will 00 in the way of dialogue between u臼rand ωmputer

termination.

I.S In order to manage the library well, the code system ( i. e. 由e retrieval
program, the program TREND, by which data are shown in table, and the
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program PREND, by which data are shown at scheme drawing) is expected to
developr，饵pectivelyand to insta1lln relevant ωmputerat CNDC.

2 PROGRESS

The three sorts ofdecay data mentioned above have been put into the Fre
quent1y U回CuI Nuclear Decay Data Library. Up to now，由e retrieval system
has been written; in addition, the TREND program and the PREND program
are being transplanted and modified. The code system which combine retrieval
program, the TREND program and the PREND program will be set up in near
future.

3 HOW TO USE THE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

In order to make things convenient for the users, the Menu operation is
adopted, that is, users can use this retrieval program by just selecting the option
m screen.

The mam functions of the retrieval program are as follows:
(1) To retrieve a single nuclide or some nuclear decay data needed by user

from the database.
(2) To generote table report output for these decay data.
(3) To produce scheme drawing ~ζport output for these decay data.
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V DATA PROCESSING

COYARIANCE DATA EVALUATION

FOR EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Liu Tingjin

( CHINESENUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE )

ABSTRACT

Some methods and cod臼 have been developed and utilized for covariance
data evaluation of experimental data, including parameter analysis, physical
analysis, sp:ine fitting etc.. These methods and codes (;an be used in many dif二

ferent ca臼s.

INTRODUCTION

Recent ten years, with the developing of the reactor physics and computer
technique，由e covarianαmatrix of nuclear data becomes more and more im
portant for nuclear engineering. For evaluators and experimenters, complete
data information is given only in the ca臼 that both data themselves and their
∞variance matri~ are given, because the errors, as traditional1y given, are only
the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix and describe the accuracy of the
data, nothing about the correlation ofthe data is given. However, it is not easy
to give the covariance matrix, because the matter itself is more complicated and
由e described methods are being developed.

Some methods and codes for covariance data evaluation of experimental
data have been developed and used for last few y锦rs ， including parameter ana·
lysis, physical analysis, spline function fitting etc.. They are suitable in different
ca部s. Using these methods and codes, the experi~enters or evaluators can
evaluate the covariance data, calculate the covariance matrix from the
uncertainty information ofthe experiments.
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1 PARAMETER ANALYSIS

If the conditions of an experiment，由pccially 由eoo饵rtainty information
are well known, the ∞variance matrix can be constructed according to 由e for

1ft(I)mUla

cov ulhz去ldrl均t;(J1;
k I< I<

、
.
，
，

....
，
，
‘
、

( Supposeργ= 0, when k 学们

Where ~I/ ;JXk Iωis the derivative of function I to parameter Xk , taken the
value at X ki,)) = < Xk制>，吨。 is the standard error of 缸h parameter X A: at
energy point;(众 and ρ俨 is the correlation coefficient between
parame臼r Xk at energy point; and parameter xi' at energy point i ， ρ:is

the correlation coefficient of parameter X A: at energy points ; and i .
Form Eq. (1) it can be seen that the covariance matrix of the indirectly

measured data can be constructed if its expression formula and the standard er
rors, the correlation coefficients of the directly measured parameters concerned
are known.

In general ca白， it is easier for experimenters themselves to know the ex
pression formula and the errors of the parameters. .But the situation becomes
more complicated for the correlation coefficients of the parameters at different
ellergy points, which h:lve been discussed in many papers(2叫.

If the function lor the errors AXk of the directly measured parame忧rs are
not known ( for example for evaluators ), the covariance matrix can be ealcu
lated as follows:

Co叫，几)= 1: ρ;AfJfkj (2)

where, !ilk, (AIk;) is the standard error of the indirectly measured data contrib
uted from kth parameter at energy point i(J). So if the partial error confributed
from each parameters and their correlation coefficients at different energy
points are known, the covariance matrix of indir配tly measured data also can be
饵1ωlated.

In mathematics, it can be proved that the constructed matrix in the way
above must be symmetry and positive definite(I).
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For practical application, a program CMC was developed to calculate the
∞varian侃 matrix from the error information of 由e experiment. The calcula
tion is performed in two ca据s : whether the explicit fonnula for the indirectly
m锦S町'cd quantity is known. If it is known, calculation is done with formula (1)
and问arameters Xtt, t1it' ρ;mn创cd to input，。由erwise with formula (2)
and 由.e parameters A儿， P~ are needed to input. To simplify only one constant
is input for some parameter if it is independent ofenergy.

In the explicit formula ca臼，由e subroutin，臼 for 由e following ty阴:s of data
are included:

I) Total cross section,
2) Nonelastic scattering cro臼 section，

3) Fission cross 嚣ction，

4) Activation method,
5) Capture cross 比ction，

6) Differential cross section and sp配trum with time-or-flight method.
In the implicit ca钮， two subroutines are included:
。The relative error of each parameters are known
2) The partial percents contributed to the total error of each parameters

are known.
To insur，~ the covariance matrix constructed is reasonable in mathematics

and physics, the positive definite feature of the constructed matrix is checked by
using the method of calculating the eigenvalues of the correlation coefficient
matnx.

An example is given for the cross 民ction of 2JNa(n,2n)22Na reaction in the
energy region from 13.0-18.0 MeV, measured by LuU) with activation method
at six energy points. The measurement was carried out related
to 9~b(n，2n)92Nb cross section as standard. The calculation formula is as fol
lows:

σs

HI [ MI.，凡几sk(1-e-AT )]。

NJMIvfiASK{1-eAT)]z
(3)

where N is neutron count, M is the weight of the sample, I., is 'Y count, r. is
y-ray correction factor in the radial direction, t is the detector efficiency for the
full energy peak, K is the correction factor for neutron ·flux fluctuation ,
and It is ')I-ray self-absorption factor ( it contribute毒 very little, so it is neg
lectωin the calculation ). The footnote 0 and x repre臼nt the standard sample
and the sample to be measured respectively.
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The measured values and their errors of the quantities above at different
ener盯 points are given in table I.

The correlation coefficients for each parameters -at different energy points
p~ are given in 灿Ie 2.

The calculated results arc shown in table 3. The standard errors andωrn:

lation matrix are given (由eeπ'orσ· were given by authors ).
From table 3, it can be seen 由at 由.e r臼ults are reasonable:
I) The error calculated in 由is work are in good agreement with the ones

given by the authors.
2) The correlations between first 4 阳ints 缸'c larger, the 姐me situation

for last two points. But the∞nelations arc smaller between first four and last
two points ( PIS,PI6,P2S,… etc. ). This is corresponding to 由e situation that the
measurements for first four points and last two points were completed with the
samede回ees respectively.

2 PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

The data that their covariance IS not given and the error information is not
well known, which is tosual ca臼 faced by the data evaluators, must be analyzed
臼refully in physics, and the total error, especially the main contributions for
由e systematic error should be found out as much as possible based on the real
istic situations. Some examples, selected from the complete neutron data
evaluation of Oxygen by authorl 6

] , are given as follQws, which illustrate some
typical cases.

2.1 Total Cr，田 S饵tion

In the evaluation, only one set of data(7) 'was taken in the energy region
from 3 to 20 MeV. The information about the error given in the paper is : statis
tical, 0.3-1 %; background correction, 1-3%; dead time < 0.1 %; multi-民at

tering, negligible and sample error, no information. The data were normalized
to their early measured datal', 'I] at 3.5 MeV. It is clear that the main systematic
error comes from the normalization, which is depended on the error of their
early work. But there is no exact information about the data error at 3.S MeV,
it is only known from the paper that it i,; less than 3%. Comparing this data
around 3.S MeV with F. G. Perey'sllO] and R. B. Schrack'slll) data, itωnbe
幅en that the statistical error is 1.3% and the systematic difference between this
data and Perey's data is 1.1 %, which can be regarded as systematic error. So the
total, used as normahzation error, is 1.7%.
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u 侃I，)en幽sec邸，

According to the situation, as shown in Fig. 1, it is divi~ed into thr白自

glons:
。 16.S-20MeV

In 由is r唱ion， there are two sets of data, and there arc systematic differ
ences between them. Drawing lines 由rough 臼ch set of data，由e average dis
tancebetw民n 由em ( divided by 2 ) was taken as systematic error in 由is region.

2) 12.6-16.5 MeV
In 由is region, there are 8 键ts of data, but only three of them were meas严

W"Cd in whole region, five of others only around 14 MeV, and there is no sys严

tematic difference among them. Carefully analyzing the data shows that
Seeman'sll21 data not only have more energy points, but also have smaller error
4% (。由ers 8%, 10% res阴ctively ). SO the curve is mainly determined by this
set ofdata, and so the covariance. Analyzing this data shows that the total error
is about 4.5% and the systematic component is 1.5% for detector efficiency and
1.0% for 姐mple volume, so the total systematic error is 1.8%.

For convenient, a processing∞de CMP was written. With the code, explic
it covarianαmatrix can be calculated and output in the ENDF / B-6 format,
using the systematic error information given through above analysis in physics
and the evaluated total or statistical error ( for example through curve fitting ),
taking into aαount whether the systematic error needs to be added to the diag
onal elements.

3 SPLINE FUNCTION FITTING

For cross 钝ction or other quantities, if there are multi-sets of measured (
ωrrelative ) data and their covariance matrices are all known , the data can be
fitted and the fitted values and their covariance matrix can be calculated with
spline function.The fitted values A

Y=EY
and their covariance matrix

y p=EFfyET

where
E= sTew - uT

DU)

and Y is the vector of input measured data, Vy is the covariance matrix of
vector Y, B is base spline function matrix, and W, U, D are the matrices
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concerning different weights rcspcctivclyllJ).

A practical program SPC was developed. by using it the multi-sets of
ωnelalivedata 也n be fitted. and the covarian臼 matrix of the fitted values can
be calculated, which is resulted mainly from the propagation of the input
∞variance matTi臼s， and alωsome what production in the fitting. In the
program. the order of the spline function 臼n be chosen and the spline knots
can be optimized automati创IrI4).

Using the program. the prop町ties ofωrrelative data fitting 缸lei their
∞variance were researched. It was shown 由at the fitted values and theirωrrc··

lation 饵»efflcicnts are systematically changed with· increasing 由e inputωncla

lionα»effICient ( suppose it is 由e 姐mt' to all data points ). Exampl臼 are given
:n Figs. 2- 4. A practical example is given in Fig. I , which was taken from the
evaluation ofOxygenωmpletedataforCENDL-2.

It was also found that the PPP problcmlUj happened when the data to be
fitted are in large discrepancy and the correlation is strong ( see Fig. 2. cu凹岱
No.5, 6 ). In this case, the fit values are outside the input experimental data and
are not reasonable. To solve this problem, the input absolute ωvariance matrix
is iterated, keeping the input relative covariance matrix unchanged and re·
placing the input experimental data by fit values. An example is given in Fig. 5.
the start curve is the curve No.6 in Fig. 2. As a practical example, the change of
output covariance matrix with iteration is given in Fig. 6.

CONCLUSION REMARKS

The methods and codes for covariance data evaluation of experimental da·
ta described above can be u臼d in different ca臼s and for different purpose. The
parameter analysis can be used for experimenters to construct the covariance
matrix of their measured data, because they well know the experiment condi
lions, especially the information about the error. The evaluators usually have to
do physical analysis, because they faαlarge amount of data and not well know
the measurement conditions. The spline fit is suitable for both experimenters
and evaluators to process their correlative data : calculate the fit values and
their covariance matrix, but it can be u路d only in theωse that the covariance
matrices of input data are all already kn('wn.
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SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF LEAST SQUARES

COMBINATION FOR DERIVED DATA

Zhao Zhixiang

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

JNTRODUCI10N

"Peelle's Pertinent Puzzle (PPP)" was posed by R. W. p，臼lie in 1987[lj. In
tbe past five years, many individuals have been involved in the discussion on
由is puzzle(2J and several publi饵tions pre臼nted(J-η.

In author's opinion口. 4) , the PPP was attributed to the inconsistencies in
generating derived quantiti臼 and their covariance matrix from directly meas
ured data associated with their uncertainties through non-linear relation and
PPP can be solved by eliminating the inconsistencies through an iterative pro
由dure. Recently, R. L. Perel et a1. pre凹nted their argument on PPP. They
wrote in their paperl7J: "There is no need to fall back on the non-linearity ofX飞

They presented the fonnalism for data combination in their paper and declared
由at by using their formalism the Peelle's example have been solved.

In this work, three examples including Peel1e's example for the combina
tion of the derived data are calculated by u!ling the formalism given by Perel et
al.. In first example, the derived data are generated through two linear and dif二

ferent relations. The two estimates, calculated by Perel's formalism in two equi
vajent ways, are consistent with each other and also consistent with the right
least square estimate we declared. In 由is example, the estimate reasonablely
faJls outside the data range. In s笃。nd and third examples, the derived data to
be combined are generated from directly measured data through non-linear reo
lations, the two estimat，饵， obtained by using Perel's fonnalism in two equiva
lent wa队 neither consistent with each other nor consistent with right least
明uare elJtimate we declared. The details of calculation are given in the next Sec
tion of this paper.

1 COMPUTATIONALEXAMPLES

In the following examples,same symbols as in Perel's paper are used. All of
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dirutly m臼.surcd data arc ωnsidered to be in缸pendent with each otb町， so

由at C,r = o.

1.1 Lillear RcI翩翩

We are given three independent directlym臼sureddata

a. = 2.5 士 0.15 b. =5/3 士 0.10 "'. = 1.0 士 0.30

and two relations

(I).

Y. =a. -"'. YZEb z-2mt/3 (2)

What are the least square cstimal臼 for <y> , <a> , <b> and <m> ?
Our solutions for this examplesωn be found in example 5.1 of Ref. [3] and

summaried in table I.

Table) Z"".r回晴朗ls.feu.pIc )

Estimate sω. Dcv. Correlation Matrill

一'一一--一~一一→-， 二 一←一

;-0.1123 0.2113
i- 2.23S3

0.1缸'
&.. 1.7342 0.0I7S

扇 -1.3S却 0.2623

1.00

-0.23 1.00

'ω.6S 0

-0.92 0.S9 -0ω.31 I.腑"
PeRl's formalism can be u饵d to solve this problem in two equivalent Waiys.
WAY I : Starting from



r = b = PI + 2P) / 3 = 2.1667 d= r - r=O.5 (6)

什美美录 ]=[J 。叫 {η

C , =Sc sT+C =0.ω·2S
• ~ r

(8)

-zElsi-

山
山
明

rEEBE-EEEEEL

JU-dCTSCPF
(9)

I 0.04765

CJEC-C Yc:'SC=l-0.∞529 0.01059, ~ , • , I

I - 0.05294 0.015811

(10)

hF+C CJd=17阳 、
，
E
F

--··,,•.
、

C .=C -C C ?cz0.ω7647,. , ,. , (1 2)

-EEEEEEEEEEJ

万
万
阴

阳
则
明

0
0
4

「

「
B
E
E
-
-
E
L

=C-dCTS.,czWEC

阳
'bnp-hwmmR

(1 3)

PFIzp yz=a pJZz扇 r'=6

the results above are exactly consistent with those in table 1.
WAY2:
Now, let us start from

(14)

P J = b I - 2m I / 3 = 1.0 P 2 = b I = 5/ 3

P) = m I = 1.0 r = a I = 2.S (I S)

蝇me results wi曲曲ose from WAY Jcan be obtained.

1.% N.-llnear Relat旬n ( PeelJe'. example )
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(16)

We are given three indepe晦nt directly meuwed data-I = 1.0 圭 0.20.2 = I.S 士 O.ISa. = 1.0 士 0.10

aaclno_liD饵rrelation

。η

Whatarethe阳5t吨皿reeslima回 for<阶， <II> aDd <III> .1
OIIr 抽，Iutions for 由is examples were pftll 画 aample S.2 of Ref. [3] and

summaricd in table 2a.
T.a岳2a

"=11/ 11I

ZII8e'..…......咽融 Z

comb自HI Mat血

1.00

ιω0.14

1.000.00-G.94

一一一←L

sω. DeY.

F-tlm;

Estimate

。.245)

。.01)2i-I. I531

。2舰10Iii-I.创嗣

Let us use Perel's formalism to this problem.
WAY I: Startin,from

P1 =m l = 1.0 (18)

(19)

-EEEEEJ

"aw

s"auauo-rBEE--L-
1BEE---E··J

、
.
，
，

",••
、

,,.e

PI =al/m l =1.0

62{aJ/m:+a:62{mJ/ms
C,=

-azez{m,}/mi

(20)C -0.0225r" II J - 1.5
we have

(21)

(22)1.0]

d=r-r= -0.5

PI ]=[ 1.0

r= P I P1 = 1.0

-
衍-
d川

「
E
I
E
E
L

Z
CM

(23)
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P'-p-c户JEdztzi

以qTCJE叫吹: 0004]

/=F+C,CJ'dz11538

C .=C 一 C C~IC =0.08322

r , ,. ,

C;r'叮叮c.=[。飞 2' ]

Remembering that

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

P'1=F ppz=品 r=a (29)

由e results above are summaried in table 2b. The item denoted by ·俨 in table 2b
arc different from tho臼 in table 2a.

T.1lIe a RCAIII.rw"YI 崎 Perefl 伽...幅.r.e.....1

Estimate I 5ω. On. Con冒"lion M_trilII -_. __YO I

一一十一一二一寸一一一一→…-寸一一一←一一一一一一一一一一…

i- 1.I531 ! 0.2166? i 1.00

;; - 1.1 531 I 0.0132 I 0.31 ? 1.00

川剧|@跚 i4"? 伽 1.00

WAY2:
Now, let us start from

PI =a 2 = 1.5 P2 =m. = 1.0 r=a. = 1.0
wchave

(30)
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i = PIP2 = 1.5 d = i - r = 0.5 C 1 =0.0325 (32)

s=[走走]-[P， 叶[1.0 1.5]

42] 叶??ZJ

(33)

(34)

r' = 1.1 538 C r' = 0.0832
2 cr[

。

?n] (35)

The results above are summaricd in table 2c. n回sel田ults arc neither con
sistent with Zhao's nor consistent with those from WAY I.

T8IlIt 2c RaIIIIs ofW"y 1" perers II…..伽饵_.1

Es&imalc SId. DeY. Condalion Mallia

.
i- I.ISJI 0.3113 1 lω

i
-

I.ISJI 0.0132 。.271 1.00.
Iii_ 1.0000 曲.2翻" ~.9们 。.00 I.怕

1.3 N__.r Rei.伽叫No Conelalic嗣Be阳饵ti De巾'edDat. )

We are given two independent directly measured data

0 ,: 1.0 土 0.10 0 , = J.S 士 0.1 5

and non-lin锦r relation
z

y=a

What arc the least崎uare estimates for < y >, <0 > ?
Ript solutions for this example can be obtained 副 follows:

at/62401}+az/6'{aJ
a= -4.= 1.1S38

1/ (1-(a ,)+ 1/ (1 -(a
2

)
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eztaztI/ez怡，}+1/etazpz0.08322439}
1~ ..-1

;=;;1 = 1.3313 .1(;)=(2i}J.J(i)=0.1920J

co咐，的= 2j«r
J
(i} =O.OIS叨俐}

τ'he results abo回alP.SUIDIIWieiCI in table 3&.

T8IJIt 11 n-'、"…"en lit]

EstiIaalC Sid. DeY. corr由tion Matria
一--一--一一 -一→ 牛←一

;-1.3313

i. I.ISlI
。.1920

0.0132

1.00
1ω 1.00

Let us usc PeRl's formalism to thisproblem.
WAY I: Staning from

P 占 ai=1.0 c，=句:62阳1)=0.ω (41)

, =01 = 1.5 C =0.1 5
1

(42)

wehave

., = a 1 = 1.0 d = i - , = - 0.5 (43)

ε
J

au
--taz

-F

dzqE--eM
CII =0.0325 (44)

p' = 1.3077 C~=O.1~如4
1 ,,= 1.1 538 (45)

C/=0.08322 c~" = 0.01385 (46)

Remembering that

P'=;; r=D (47)
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也cr四川IS above an: summaried in table 3b.

TaIlkJlt ........,W.\Y I 峙'田面'.'"蝠，旬rCIl8I啕曲3

Est臼ale

i- J.J077?

i- 1.1531

sω. DeY.

0.16641

@属捏

1.10

..IO

con琶恒:tiOIl "allia

I..

WAY2:
Now, let us stan from

P=a;=1.5

wehave

r =0. = 1.0 (48)

c，=句:6zh户 0.2025 C =0.01 (49)

;=1 .5 d= r - r=0.5 (SO)

s=主=土 =1/3
1P 20 z

C II = 0.0325 (51)

p' = 1.2115 C, =024962 (52)

/士J. 1538 C/20.08322 C ,.t' = 0.02077 (53)

The results above are summaried in table )C.

T…c Jc .....ofWA\'2~Pcrd'.'..….'...n....3

With ωmparison among Table 3a,3b and 3c, it can be seen that the Ii饵ullS
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岛)r 也rive.1 data from Perd's formalism are Dei由自 ωInsistent with npt ODe

nor coasistcat betwe饵"。饲uiva1eat ways.

2 CONCLUDING REMARK

From tile computatiol瞌) CD皿pia abow it would be dear 曲at P田司's

fonu"'" only work in the liD幅rsit幽幽)D. 11Ic fact 由at the esti....tes for de
riwd 也.ta aDd their ω1variaDc:e matr'D. calculated from P田'd's formalism in

non-Iinear situations are DCitb町ωDsistalt 回曲唱Inoncwcclcc恒Rd nor 剑『

ωasis阳t也monstra回由atωDSiS阳ICeproblaD m田t be noticed in ae酣睡tiPI

derived data and theirωvaria回到e matrD from elir四，Iy mcasun:d data tbroup

non-linear relation.Failure to ReO伊ize such an implication 但n led tl。

mωnsisra町ybetw回n the raulrs of differmt evaluation stratqie$. This 岳阳5t

what we learnt fr嗣nPPP.
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VI THERMAL NEUTRON

seA1TERING LAW

CALCULATION OF mERMAL

NEUTRON seAITERING LAW

FOR ANISOTROPIC MICROCRYSTAL

Hu Yongming ZhongWcnfa

( INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY,
τ'SINGHUA UNIVERSITY )

ABSTRACT

A method of calculating thermal neutron 皿altering I£.w for ani细tropic

mic:r<侃ryst31 which is based on Fourier transform is derived in this paper. A
formula for Debye-Waller factor is derived. t∞. Results of anisotropic graph
ite 饵altering law by the code SCAT-3 based on the method are presented. It is
曲。wn that the method is accurate and efficient and that it is veηimportant to
take a correct value ofDebye-Waner factor.

INTRODUCTION

It is wen known that in the incoherent approximation t~e double scattering
gωs section can be expressed in the form.

σ. ~ E ...1/3.-'/2 σ. ~ Ea(E • E,,,) = 一{一) .. •e -.,. A S(<<,fJ) = 一(←)'.. A 徊，/1) (1)
4震 E.'4aE ，

whcr~ .1(<<,/1) is an explicit function called the 饵altering law of two vanabla II

and fJ defined 创
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E-T-op E -E

T
(2)

wher琶 k and E are the neutron momentum and energy exchanges
respectively, M is 由e atomic mass of main scatterer, T is the temperature,
and D'b is the bound atom 饵attering crass section. The Fourier transform l\ ex,
。( called intennediate scattering function) of the 民atteringlaw

.«a,l) = J二 exp ( lEI ) S (ex,fJ) dE (3)

is the product of the partial x.- functions

X«I ,I) = nX j «I，。 (4)

here X~(I.t) is a basic intermediate scattering func~ion whi~h is exponential in (I :

Xj (11~1) = exp [(I W j G
j

(t)] (5)

The basic intermediate scattering functions include the following
dynamical modes of the scatter:

I. Free translation;
2. Diffusive or Brownian motion;
3. Harmonic isotropic vibrations with continuous frequency spectrum;
4. Harmonic anisotropic vibrations with continuous frequency spectrum;
S. Harmonic isotropic vibrations with discrete fr-吨uency spectrum.

Koppel J. U. et a1. developed GASKET code[J! which only includes above
modes ) - 3. S. They made an attempt to include the mode 4, but they met
some difficulties in deriving formulas. GASKET ( and GASKET-II) didn't
overcome the Gifficulties. So they had to use isotropic vibration骂 with continu
ous frequency spectrum mode 3 instead of anisotropic vibrations with continuo
ous frequency spectrum mode 4 as applied to graphite for instance.

A method of calculating thermal neutron scatteri~g law for anisotropic vi·
brations with continuous frequency spectrum and its combinations wi由 other

modes is derived herein.
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I ANISOTROPIC VIBRAnON MODE AND ITS COMBINA
TION WITH OTHER MODES

A. Hannonic anisotropic vibrations with continuous fr饲ucncysp饵trum

For harmonic anisotropic vibrations with continuous fr，饲uency spectrum,
it is possible to introduce an orientation-dependent frequency spectrnm of the
form

f(ω) = fll (ω)μ2 + fi.('ω){1-Hz ) (6)

where μis the angle cosine bet\oleen a preferred direction in the microcrystal

and a fixed axis which is parallel to the momentum exchange k , f i. (co) and f ll

{ω) are the frequency spectra associated with modes having polarization vectors
which are perpendicular and parallel to the preferred direction respectively.

We note that atμthe functiQn X (a, t， μ) is the product of X.l(lX, t， μ) and XI!

(a , t， μ).

;«α儿归) = X .l(αιμ)-X H(邸，μ) (7)

where χ.1 (aιμ) and 'x II (时，Il) are perpendicular and parallel partial X - func
tions. Calculation of X..l (a, t ,ll) or X/I 怡， t ,ll) is similar to X - functions for
harmonic isotropic vibration. In fact we get[2. J)

X 1.(邸，μ) = exp [ G .l (t) a W.. ( 1·-μ2 ) ] (8)

XII 阳， I ，μ) = exp [ G:: (I) α W.. μ7 ] (9)

where
G 1. (I) = 1'1. (t) - 1'.1(0) (10)

Yi. (t) = 式{ H 1. (I) + i F 1. (t) ]
、
E
F

-
-
E
E
且

,..
‘‘

H .l (t) = 了几 T r~-I f ，(ω) ωth ( 旦 ) cos ω t 色 (1 2)1. ,., ., • - J 0 I 1.,-, -~ •.. , 21'
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...W__ _ I .... dω

Fi(t}EWJI， E 几(ω) sinωtE(13}

G.1(/l« w.. = II [ H .1(I) - H .1 (0) ] + i II F.1(I) (14)

G,, (I), "I,,(/), H ,, (t), FU(/) 侃n be got similarly.
Substitute由mω仰， (8)削阶， we getPJ

z(1I，1 ，μ) = exp { II ( H .1 - H .1.0 + i F .l. ) }. exp {- II μ1(H.1.

-H.1.JJ -H. + H u ) - i«μ1(F.1. 一 F. )} (1 S)

(Hereinafter, H.l. replaces H.1.(/), H.牛， 0 replaces H1-(0), etc. )
Here we note 由at 1仰， I,ll) is complex, becau笛飞(I) and r /I (I) are complex.
We get integral[2J•

巾，t)=f;dμ X(II.I，Il) = exp { II [H .1.

- H.l.O ]} • {[ cos ( II F .l ) EC(/)

- sin ( II F .1. ) • ES(/)] + i [ sin ( II F .1. ) • EC(/)

+ cos ( II F .l ) • ES(/)]} (1 6)

where

EC(t) = .r: dμ ∞s [ ( F /I - F .l ) II 11 2 ] • exp [ ( H /I

- H .1. - H /I .0 + H .1..0 ) II μ2 ] (1 7)

ES(t) = .r: dμsin [ ( F /I - F .l ) IIμ2 ] • exp [ ( H /I - H .l

- H /I.o + H牛.0 ) IX μ1 ] (18)

Do the Fourier inversion ofEq. (1 6),we get[2J•

S~ 但，F)=JTf-dr Js.exp{a(H4
,... '. - "1..·'-.

- H .1..o )} • {cos ( IX F .l ) EC(/) - sin ( II F .1. ) ES(t)

+ i [ sin ( « F .l ) EC(t) + cos ( II F .1. ) ES (I) ] }
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=三!:.. foft> dt {叫Et) [ cos ( cl 几) Ee(t)

- sin ( IX F 1. ) ES(t)] - sin (Et) [ sin ( a F 1. ) EC(t)

+∞5 ( II F 1. ) ES(t) ] } edl. (1 9)

where

D 1. = exp { - clW 4"1. (0) } = exp { - aN1..0 } (20)

Right-hand of Eq. (17) and (8) are evaluated by Gua路:-SideJ integra] formula
with grade 8 or so.

B. 'x - function of anisotropic crystals
I-function of anisotropic crystals for example graphite, is a combination

of mode 4 and mode 1. Nearby μwehave.

X1 _. ('I，t ，μ.) = x 1(a,t) 1.(I%， t ，μ)

= exp ( - (l W IT
2

t 2 + i IIWITt ) • exp { - «H牛，。

+ «μ2 ( H牛，0 - H II •o )}

• exp {αH1. + i «F.l. + 町AZ[HII-H止+ i ( F"

- F .l. ) ] } (21)

It is very important to 臼parate from X- functi~n the term which corre
sponds to zero-phonon部attering. So we have the following expressions[2J

XI_4 (oc ， t ，μ) = XI 仙，t) { X. (IX山μ) 一 D(μ) } + D(μ) 几位，t) (22)

D(μ) = exp { - «H ..1.,O + 阳z(HLB-HI13}}

= D 1. • exp {αμz(HM-HM)}(23)

D1. = exp ( - ocH l..o ) (24)

To integrate Eq. (22), we get.

XI- 4 (缸，t) = XI (侃，t) { %. (<<, t) - D } + DX I 徊，t) (25)
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where

D ZC dμDω=Di f;dμexp {叭 ， HJ..o - H 11.0 )} (26)

D is 由e so-called. Debye-Wal1er factor which we 铠缸ch for. Then, the in
四rse Fourier transform to X.......I伽，t) is

Dr __

S 1-. 怡，别 =-t IodtIQ40}ωs A.t 一 R.(t) 创 λt 1

+ DS.但，fJ) (27)

where

λ "，. E + aTW. = (p + aW! )T

8.(t) = { [ cos (aF.1 ) EC(t)

- sin ( aF.1 ) • ES(川. exp ( aH1.)一主}
-1.

• exp { -aW
J
T 2

t
2

}

(28)

(29)

R 4(t) = [sin ( aF1.) • EC(t)

+ cos (aF.1) • ES(t)] exp { aH止 -aWITzt2}(30)

1 . ~2
S ,( a,t ) = /e • exp [-一一一 (p. + a· w; )] (3 1)

ν/4mWETZ4aW1

where EC(t) and ES(t) are given by Eq. (1 7) and Eq. (1 8) 饵parately. D is giv
en by Eq. (26) which is evaluated by Quass-Sidel integral formula with grade 8
orso.

It is found that only to use the correct value D by Eq. (26) may Eq. (21)
ωnverge.Otherwise Eq. (27) discon\'~rges[2J.

2 RESULTS

The ωde SCAT- 3 based on above method has been u回d in calculation for
配attering of anisotropic crystal. And some results about anisotropic crystal of
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graphite arc presented herein.
A. Comparison between aniωtropic and isotropic modes
Results for s也ttering law of graphite in anisotropic mode arc pre臼Dted in

table 1 ( the third line ) and in Fig. 1 ( the unbroken curve ). And results in
isotropic approximate mode are also presented in table I ( the se∞nd line) and
in Fig. I ( the dotted curve ). In isotropic approximation, the frequency s肘。

往urn is obtained by.

月ω) =丰 Jg f{ω豆)dQ E UK吼叫 dμ

=;人 (ω)+; 几(ω (32)

Comparing :sotropic approximation with anisotropic mode we find that the
scattering law as result of isotropic approximation arrroaches the one of
anisotropic mode roughly. Isotropic approximation by Eq. (32)-has certain pre
cision. But in some cases ( e. g. IX is small) isotropic approximation pre四nts

ωme obvious deviation.
B. Comparison between exact and approximate mode in computing

Debye-Waller factor.
To ensure that Fourier transforms are covergent, we have to separate the

term which corresponds to zero-phonon scattering. Debye-Waller factor is a
∞efficient of the 回parate term.

In fact, if the separate term is just a certain constant, then the Fourier
transforms are covergent. If the separate term is not correctly equal to the con·
stant, they may not coverage well. In our code SCAT-3 Debye-WaHer factor is
ω1culated by Eq. (26) which is ba叫 on exact mode, so Fourier transforms are
ωvergent. If we try to use some approximatemode, for example, to take the
following approximation

D =1D+2D e3-" . 3 -1.
(33)

The results as presented in Fig. 2 show that when fl is bigger ( > 0.2 ), the reo
suIts are almost the same; but when fl is smaller ( < 0.06 ), the results with ap·
proximate Eq. (33) are significantly deviate. This indicate that to take the cor·
rect value ofDebye-Waller factor is very important.
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T"'. S帽.....Ia.abI菌…fer........恤

Hill缸...幡M幽翩翩画，恤h幽咱‘..1:11..

a 0.07 0.10 0.20 0.40 。.fiG 1.00 2翩 4.00, MetbocIa

E 4.40 5.sa 7.22 7.83 5.S6 HZ U5 @画画

。， 2 4.咽 5.SI 7.22 7.03 5.S6 HZ 1.55 0.66

3 4.咽 s.s7 7.21 7.01 5.S4 HI 1.55 0.66

E 4.09 5.15 6.54 6.42 5.11 3.22 ...... 0.63

0.1776 2 4.01 5.1 5 6.54 6.41 5.12 321 1."3 0.63

3 3.12 ....5 6.31 5.9‘ ".62 3.1" 1."3 。.63

2.18 2.80 ".07 ".59 ".22 2.84 1.39 。.61

。.2959 2 2.17 2.79 ".06 ".sa 4.21 2.'3 1.39 。.61

3 2.04 2.画2 3.72 ".11 3.75 2.7" 1.39 0.61

。.93 1.23 2.06 2.91 2.97 2.30 1.33 。.59

0.5327 2 。1.92 1.23 2.06 2.98 2.97 2.30 1.33 0.59

3 1.01 1.32 2.四 3.01 2.80 2.32 1.33 0.59

0.52 0.72 1.25 2.01 2.26 2.02 1.27 0.58

。.7694 2 0.52 0.71 1.2.. 1.99 2.26 2.02 1.27 。.58

3 0.57 0.79 1.32 2.08 2.28 2.05 1.28 。.58

0.31 0."3 0.82 1."2 1.72 1.73 1.14 0.55

I.创162 2 0.30 0.42 0.81 1.41 1.72 1.73 1.14 0.55

3 0.32 0.48 0.88 1.51 1.78 1.74 1.14 0.55

0.16 0.25 0.49 0.87 1.16 1.03 。.96 。.51

1.4098 2 0.16 0.24 0.49 。.87 1.16 1.03 。.96 0.51

3 0.18 0.26 0.52 0.93 1.19 1.03 。.96 0.52

0.082 0.121 0.262 0.492 0.670 0.930 。.780 0.450

1.8979 2 0.082 0.121 0.261 0.492 O.础。 。.930 。780 。.450

3 0.072 0.110 0.252 0.518 0.740 0.950 。.790 0.451

0.012 0.021 O.俑' 。.192 0.322 0.507 。.582 0.378

2.4806 2 0.012 0.021 O.侃" 0.191 0.312 0.5侃 。.581 0.377

3 0.010 0.018 0.061 0.177 0.302 。.498 0.580 0.375

。.003 0.007 0.027 0.110 。.246 。.595 。.148 0.205

4.2174 2 。.003 0.007 0.027 0.1 10 0.246 0.595 。.1 47 。.205

3 0.003 O.创始 0.023 0.096 0.231 0.593 。.145 。.205

Me曲oct I. GASKET (阳tr叩ic)

Me曲。d2. Iωtrepicmuck (in ourcodc SCAT-3)

Me1hoct 3. Aniωtropicm叫e (in our code SCAT-3)
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vn NUCLEAR DATA NEWS

ACTIVITIES AND COOPERAnONS ON

NUCLEAR DATA IN CHINA DURING 1991

Zhao ZhiDug

( CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

1 THE FOLLOWING MEETINGS WERE HELD BY CNDC
IN 1992 :

• The 2nd Examination and Acceptance Meeting for Codes Related to Nu
clear Data Evaluation " , Apr. 13- 17, 1992, Gezhouba Electric: Power
Collegc,Hubci In this meeti吨， 21 cod臼 rela能d to nuclear m创leI calculation,
nuclear data processing, plotting were accepted by Computer Program Library
inCNDC.

"The 3rd Working Meeting on Nuclear Structure and Decay Data and 3rd
Working Meeting on Data of Charged Particle Indl}ωd Reaction or , June 8
10,1992, Sichuan University, Chengdu. Reviewed the progress in measurement,
但lculation and evaluation of nuclear structure and decay data and charged
particle indu~d reaction data.

• The 1st Working Meeting on Chinese: Evaluated Nuclear Parameter Lj
orary ( CENPL )", Nov. 26- 29, 1992, Nankai University, Tian;!n. Communi
catcd and reviewed the progress in CENPL, discus臼d some technical problem
and arranged the future work.

• Nuclear Data Evaluation Working Group Meeting" , Dec. 2- 3, 1992,
Nankai University,Tianjin. Communicated the progress in data evaluation, dis
cus四d some technical problems in evaluation and arranged the future work.

2 THE FOLLOWING INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES
IN DATA FIELD WERE HELD IN CHINA DURING 1992:

• Data Source Task Group Meeting", Oct. 16- 17, 1992, Beijing
• The Uth International CODATA Conference .., Oct. 19- 22, 1992, Bei;'
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iD，.2SS 民icntists， 131 from abroad and 12. from ChiDa, attended theωnfcr

cnce.

3 THE FOLLOWING INTERNATIONAL MEETING,
WORKSHOP ON NUCLEAR DATA FIELD WERE AT
TENDED BY CHINESE SCIENTISTS IN 1992 :

• Workshop on Computation and Analysis of Nuclear Data Relevant to
Nuclear Energy and Saae町..， Feb. S - Mar.23, 1992, ICTP, Tr阴阳， Italy.

• NEANSCS肘。alists' Meeting on Fission Pr，ωuet Nuclear Data .., May
25-27, 1992, JAERI , Japan.

• NEANSC Working Group Meeting on International Evaluation
Cooperation", May 28- 29, 1992, JAERI , Japan.

• IAEA Advisory Group Meeting on Technical Aspects of Atomic and
Molecular Data Processing and Exchange" • June 15- 16, 1992, Vienna,
Austria.

• The Second R臼earch Co-ordination Meeting on Atomic and Molecular
Data for Plasma Edge Studies" , June 17-19, 1992, Vienna, Austria.

• IAEA Consultants' Meeting on Technical Aspects of Cooperation of
NRDC ", Scp. 1-4, 1992, Vienna, Austria.

• NEANSC Specialists' Meeting on Evaluation and Processing of
Covariance Data ", Oct. 7-9, 1992, ORNL, USA.

• IAEA Consultants' Meeting on Charged P1冈比Ie Nuclear Data and
Photon Nuclear Data Libraries for FENDL .., Oct. 8-9, 1992, BNL, USA.

• Symposium on Nuclear Data Evaluation Methodology" , Oct. 12- 16,
1992, BNL, USA.

• IAEA Advisory Group Meeting on the Network of Nuclear Structure
and Decay Data Evaluation" , Dec. 9-13, 1992, Geel, Belgium.

• IAEA CRP Meeting on Calculation of He Production Cross Section ..
D饵. 16-18, !992, Hungry.

4 In 1992, two mumbers of CNDC as visiting 民ientists worked in
ECN / Netherlands and IefP / hay in nuclear data field.

S THE FOLLOWING FOREIGN SCIENTISTS IN NUCLEAR
FIELD VISITED CNDC / CIAE IN 1992 AND THE
EARLLY OF 1993 :

Three sientists from Dubna in Russia headed by Prof. V. V. Volkov visited
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CNDC at JaD. I , 1992;
Dr. T. Shirai, NDC I JAERI, J匈随风 Mar.30 - Apr. 1, 199主
Dr. S. P. Simakov, ObniDsk /IPPE, Russia, Apr. 4- 口， 1992;
Dr. T. Narita, NDCI JAERI, Japan, Oct. II - Dec. 11, 199王

Dr. T. Fukahori, NDC I JAERI, J;割随风Oct. 18 - Dec. lJ, 1992;
Dr. Y. Kikuchi, NDCI JAERI， J饵...， Feb. 20 - Mar. 7, 1993.
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